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- solar collector area, ft 
- surface area of nth well increment, ft 2 
b0 , b1 , .... , b4 - constants used in Equation (2) 
b - length of bond between collector and tubing, ft 













- solar collector plate-tubing bond conductance, Btu/ 
hr-ft-°F 
- blower CFM correction factors for heating capacity, 
Equations (1,6) 
- blower CFM correction factors for the heat rejection 
and extraction rates, Equations (8,6) 
- blower CFM correction factors for compressor power 
input, Equations (7,2) 
- air volume flow rate, ft 3/min 
- specific heat of ethylene-glycol solution, Btu/lb-°F 
- inside diameter of solar collector tubing, ft 
- outside diameter of solar collector tubing, ft 
- constants used in Equation (5) 
- temperature of water entering well-heat pump heat 
exchanger, °F 
- constants used in Equation (6) 
- configuration factor between solar collector and sky 






- solar collector efficiency factor 
- solar collector heat removal factor 
- mass flow rate per unit of solar collector area, 
lb/hr-f t 2 
- water volume flow rate through the well, gal/min 
- grashof number 













- natural convection heat transfer coefficient, Btu/hr 
-ft2-°F 
- film coefficient inside solar collector tubing, 
Btu/hr-ft2-°F 
- radiation heat transfer coefficient between solar 
collector plate and sky, Btu/hr-ft2- 0 R 
- radiation heat transfer coefficient between s~lar 
collector plate and adjacent wall, Btu/hr-ft - 0 R 
- forced convection heat transfer coefficient, Btu/hr 
-f t2 
- total solar radiation incident on the solar collector 
surface, Btu/hr-ft2 








- thermal conductivity of air, Btu/hr-ft-°F 
- thermal conductivity of solar collector plate, Btu/hr 
-ft-°F 
- length of the solar collector, ft 
- total length of solar collector tubing, ft 
- ethylene-glycol solution mass flow rate, lb/hr 
- mass of water in the nth well depth increment, lb 
- number of tubes in solar collector 
- power input to compressor (cooling), Kw 

















T f ,m 
T f,o 
- Prandtl number 
- conduction heat transfer through the soil, Btu/hr-ft2-°F 
- convection heat transfer to the well surface, Btu/hr 
-ft2_oF 
- heat pump steady state cooling capacity, Btu/hr 
- heat pump cyclic capacity, Btu/hr 
heat flow due to enthalpy change in the fluid passing 
through the nth well depth increment, Btu/hr 
- heat pump heat extraction rate, Btu/hr 
- heat pump heat rejection rate, Btu/hr 
- heat pump steady state heating capacity, Btu/hr 
- heat transfer rate between the solar loop and the well, 
Btu/hr 
- heat storage rate in the nth well depth increment, Btu/hr 
- useful heat gain in the solar collector, Btu/hr 
- heat transfer resistance between the collector plate 
and fluid, hr-ft2-°F/Btu 
- time, hour 
- heat pump cycle time, hr 
- heat pump operating time, hr 
- fluid mean average temperature in the nth well depth 
n increment, °F 
- ambient temperature , °F 
- solar collector iniet temperature, °F 
- mean average temperature of fluid in collector tubing, °F 
- inlet temperature to the nth fluid increment in the well, 
OF 
- outlet temperature of the nth fluid increment in the 
well, °F 























- soil far-field temperature, °F 
- mean temperature of solar collector plate, °F 
- temperature of the wall adjacent to solar collector, °F 
- surface temperature for the nth well depth increment, 
OF 
dry bulb temperature of the air entering indoor coil, 
OF 
- temperature correction factor for heating capacity, 
Equation (1) 
- water temperature exiting the heat pump heat exchanger, 
OF 
- outdoor dry bulb temperature, °F 
- indoor wet bulb temperature, °F 
- back heat loss coefficient for the solar collector, 
Btu/hr-ft 2-°F 
- overall heat loss coefficient for the solar collector, 
Btu/hr-ft2-°F 
- top heat loss coefficient for the solar collector, Btu/ 
hr-ft2-°F 
- wind velocity, mile/hr 
GREEK LETTER SYMBOLS 
- solar absorptance of collector plate 
- timp step, hour 
- well depth increment 
- average thickness of collector-tube bond, ft 
- heat exchanger'effectiveness 
- solar collector plate emittance 
- emittance of wall adjacent to solar collector 
Stefan-Boltzman constant 0.1712 x 10-S Btu/hr-ft2-0 R4 




More than one-fourth of the energy consumed in the United Sates is 
used for residential and commercial space heating, cooling, and water 
heating (l)*. About 83% of the energy used for these services is sup-
plied by oil and natural gas. Because of the foreseeable increases in 
energy demands, and because. of the widely publicized energy shortage, 
more efficient heating/cooling equipment and alternative energy sources 
are needed as means for energy conservation. 
The heat pump presents an energy-conscious concept in the HVAC 
field. This is due to, first, its ability to deliver more energy (in 
the form of heat) than it takes to operate it and, second, to its at-
tractive feature of performing the dual functions of heating and cool-
ing with the same equipment. Awareness of such advantages led many 
people to install the heat pump in their homes. A 1977 survey indicated 
that over one and a half million unitary heat pumps were in operation 
in the United States (2). Some researchers project over one quarter 
million units to be sold annually (3). 
The most widely· used heat pump today is the air-source heat pump. 
This is mainly because most of the experience on the heat pump design 
*Numbers in parantheses refer to cited references except for 
equation numbers. 
1 
and testing.has been with this type, and because air is universally 
available as a heat source/sink. However, because the efficiency of 
this heat pump type is dependent on the ambient temperatures, some 
type of backup heat (usually electric resistance) is usually required 
to assist or carry the heating load during periods of low ambient 
temperatures. The heat pump coefficient of performance decreases as 
the outdoor ambient temperautres increases. The use of electric heat 
backup and inefficient heat pump operations present winter and/or sumnier 
load peaking problems for the utility companies. As a result, the 
utility companies are interested in more efficient heat pump systems 
that will help in "shaving" off the peak load demands (see for example 
reference 4). 
Water is a very satisfactory heat source/sink for the heat pump 
provided there is a sufficie~t quantity available. When water is the 
heat source/sink it usually comes from wells, city mains, or nearby 
bodies of water (lakes or rivers). Water temperatures from such sources 
are usually within the temperature range for efficient year-round heat 
pump operation. However, obtaining water from these sources (when pos-
sible) is always associated with some concerns besides those of high 
cost. When using well water, some measures must often be provided to 
prevent scaling or corrosion in the heat exchanger. Also, some means 
of returning the water to the gr~mnd (usually by means of a return well 
adjacent to the supp·ly well) may be needed to prevent the depletion of 
this source. If water from city mains is the source/sink, then some 
means must be provided to return the cooled or heated water to the 
mains. This is becuase water is becoming an increasingly expensive 
commodity in most societies; therefore, its once-through use will surely 
2 
3 
be objected to by many localities. The possibility of any trace of 
contamination to the returned water is another concern. Such diffi-
culties with water sources tend to impair the energy conservation poten-
tial of the water source heat pump. However, ma:1y studies (5, 6, and 7) 
indicate that such a potential can be better realized through the con-
cept of Heat Pump Centered Integrated Community Energy Systems (HP-ICES). 
This concept calls for interconnecting buildings within a HP-ICES com-
munity by a common hydronic loop that would exchange heat with the 
individual heat pump units in each building. A central plant maintains 
the water temperature in the loop within the desired range. Waste heat 
(when available) from any nearby industrial plant can be utilized in 
the loop. An interesting feature of the HP-ICES is that when simultan-
eous heating and cooling demands exist within the community, wasted heat 
from buildings requiring cooling can be transferred to those requiring 
heating via the hydronic loop. 
One heat source/sink that has not been given adequate attention in 
the past is the earth itself. At a sufficient depth, the ground retains 
-
a relatively uniform temperature throughout the year. Collins (8) 
stated that at depths from 30 to 60 feet the seasonal variation in 
ground temperature is not more than l°F; and, for the major part of 
the continental United States the ground temperature, at these depths, 
will be in excess of 60°F. These figures were later supported by data 
compiled and analyzed by Kusuda et al. (9). The uniform tempe~ 
and the ease of accessibility make the ground an ideal heat sourceisink 
for the heat pump and shows promise in reducing, if not eliminating, the 
electric resistance heat backup associated with the use of air-source 
heat pumps. This would, in turn, help in alleviating the load-peaking 
problems the utilities are experiencing and/or anticipating. 
There are many methods that can be used for the heat exchange 
between the heat pump and the ground. Kemler (10) presented schematics 
of several earth heat recovery systems for the heat pump and pointed out 
the advantages and disadvantages of each. The configuration that Kemler 
recommended as best, and recently gave successful experimental results 
reported by Bose et al. (11) is essentially identical to that shown in 
Figure 1. This configuration is coupled with two of the heat pump 
systems considered in this study. 
Solar energy can be used effectively to further upgrade the per-
formance of ground source heat pumps (11, 12). First, the system can 
be improved by adding back to the ground heat that was absorbed. 
Second, solar collectors coupled with ground source systems would 
operate at higher ef ficienc~es because of reduced operating temper-
atures. And, third, the heat pump will operate more efficiently because 
of relatively high temperatures through the earth heat exchanger. 
The above review of different heat pump types indicates that there 
still exists room for doubt as to which heat pump type would be superior 
from technical and economical points of view. Therefore, some work is 
needed to compare the economics of different heat pump systems and es-
tablish the impact of their performances on utility systems. This is 
4 
the objective of a project supported by both the Oklahoma Gas and 
Electric Company (OG&E) and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), 
of which this study is a part. The project involves comparing the per-
formance of three different heat pump systems presently installed in 
three nearly identical houses in Perkins, Oklahoma. The three heat 
pump systems are a conventional air-source, a ground-source/sink, and a 
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Figure 1. Schematic of the Vertical Water-Earth Heat 
Exchanger System (VEWEX) 
5 
solar assisted ground-source/sink. The performance of the three systems 
is to be measured in terms of: 
1 •. Overall life-cycle cost, 
2. Peak demand on the electric system, 
3. Reliability and maintenance, and 
4. Kilowatt-hour consumption by customer. 
The main objective of this study was the construction and appli~ 
cation of a computer program to simulate the dynamic performance of air-
source/ sink, ground-source/sink, and solar assisted-ground source/sink 
heat pump systems. 
The simulation procedures and performances analyses are explained 
in detail in later chapters. It should be noted that the performance 
analyses in this study were based on energy perspectives only. No 




The objective of this study was to construct and apply a computer 
program to simulate the dynamic performance of three different heat 
pump systems, and to perform comparative analyses of the performance of 
these systems in terms of electrical power consumption and system 
efficiency. 
The heat pump systems are currently installed in three nearly 
identical houses located on adjacent lots in Perkins, Oklahoma. The 
three houses are facing north. The west house has been occupied by the 
owner since July, 1980, and the other two have been occupied since 
November, 1980. The east house is equipped with the air-to-air heat 
pump, the middle with the solar assisted ground-source/sink heat pump, 
and the west with the ground-source/sink heat pump. All the houses have 
been instrumented for direct measurement of heat pump performance data 
(see Chapter V for details) and a weather station has been located in 
one of the back yards. Table I shows the design data and loads for 
these houses. Table II shows number of occupants and appliances within 
each house. 
System Simulation 
A dynamic simulation model of the three heat pump systems was con-
structed and is described in detail in Chapter IV. The simulation model 
7 
TABLE I 




House Area (ft2 ) 
Volume (ft3 ) 
Ratio, window area 
to total area (%) 
Number of Occupants (East) 
Number of Occupants (Middle) 
Number of Occupants (West) 
Total number of degree days 
Design temperatures: 
Heating (°F) 
C 1 . (OF) oo ing 
Heat Loss (Btu/hr) 





36° l' N 

















Number of Occupants 
During the Day 
In the Evening 





Loads of Laundry/Week 
Water Temperature 
Windows 
Lights Commonly Used 
TABLE II 































































( 1)_ Fluorescent 
l.O 
TABLE II (continued) 
East 
Lights Commonly Used (8) 60W 
(1) fluorescent 





was intended to predict the dynamic performance of each of the three 
systems as a function of the occupied space load and weather (air-to-
air heat pump), the ground contribution (ground-source/sink heat pump), 
or the solar-ground contribution (solar assisted ground source/sink 
pump). 
The simulation model was intended to be general enough to accept a 
wide range of parameters and, of course, be able to predict heat pump 
performance in both the heating and cooling modes. An essential part.of 
the objective was that the simulation model be able to predict the cyclic 
(on/off) behavior of the heat pump since it resembles that realistic 
heat pump performance under conditions of house heating or cooling loads 
below that of the heat pump capacity. Simplicity was a major concern in 
------•-M''-'d__,__,¥ .. '~•..-.--.. ---... ...---.. ---~ 
building the model. It was desirable that the program user not be bur-
simulation period should suffice as input. On the other hand, :1.t was 
borne in mind that generality shoufd be reserved as a mark of the pro-
gram. Therefore, all constants, in the model, are presented by variable 
names and made flexible for the user to change as desired. 
System Performance Analysis 
The second part of the objective involves the investigation and 
comparative analysis of the performance of the three heat pump systems 
___________ _.,._,,.,.., . ..-
in response to y5!..,J;:.Y.i..ng.._e.n.v.irm1mE7_~tal parameters. The comparative analy-
..-----..... ,.,_ ...... _.-.. ·-· ~~ -~~·· ... ~~ .. ·-~j--~ 
sis of the performance of these systems was to be based on the follow-
ing: 
1. Number of compressor cycles, 
2. Compressor on time, 
12 
3. Electrical power consumption, and 
4. Coefficient of performance of the heat pump system. 
In particular, the analyses were to shed a light on the advantages 
of the ground-source/sink heat pump over the air-to-a!,;_heat pump. 
_... ... - ... -~-~----..... -.-... ~,,~,.~-··""~ ..... -....... ,..,.,_, ____ ... _......__._,~~-·~-- ' 
Furthermore, it was necessary to determine the merits (if any) of in-
eluding the solar loop in the ground heat pump system. 
CHAPTER III 
LITERATURE SURVEY 
Inspection of the available literature indicates that a great 
amount of research has been devoted to the simulation and analysis of· 
the performance of the air-to-air heat pump. This is due to the fact 
that the air source heat pump has been manufactured in large quantities 
and has been the most popular type for several years. Relatively little 
work has been done on the water or ground source heat pumps, with most 
work in this area classified as being in the initiation stages. 
Hiller et al. (13) and Ellison et al. (14) used similar techniques 
to simulate the air-to-air heat pump. Their approach consists of trac-
ing the refrigerant path in the heat pump cycle and hunting for the 
state point temperatures at the various stages in the cycle. The com-
pressor, expansion device, indoor and outdoor heat exchangers were 
accounted for by a sophisticated and a rather lengthy procedure. Their 
simulation programs can only predict the steady - state performance of 
the heat pump. However, it is well known that under circumstances when 
the space load is lower than the heat pump capacity, the heat pump will 
cycle to satisfy the low demand. 
Kelly. et al. (14) presented results of tests conducted on an air-
to-air heat pump in an effort to evaluate its cyclic performance and to 
determine what effect this cycling would have on the seasonal perfor-
mance factor of the heat pump. The test consisted of measurements of 
13 
14 
the length of time the heat -pump was on during a cycle period. The 
measured data were then used to establish a pattern on the part-load 
performance of the heat pump. The findings were then used to compute 
the cyclic coefficient of performance (COP) and seasonal performance 
factor (SPF). The conclusion presented therein indicated that the 
cyclic, or part-load heat pump operation COP and SPF values were lower 
than those obtained with steady state operation. The magnitude of the 
difference was inversely proportional to the ratio of the cyclic to 
steady state heat pump capacity. 
Groff et al. (15) described a computer program, developed at the 
Carrier Corporation Research Center, for predicting the dynamic perform-
ance of air-source heat pumps. The simulation procedure consists of 
modeling the structure load, the heat pump steady state capacity, therm-
ostatic controls, and the ac.tual capacity of the heat pump. The actual 
heat pump capacity was modeled by a first-order differential equation 





T (Qss - Q) 
Q = actual capacity, 
Q = steady state capacity, SS 
t = time, 
T =heat pump time constant. 
The Carrier Computer program is very complex and requires a great 
deal of detailed input including characteristics of the heat pump and 
controls. The model was validated by use of data from a heat pump 
installed within a controlled environment. The results indicated that 
15 
reasonable accuracy. 
Murphy et al. (16) and Goldschmidt et al (17) presented field-test 
results and performance analysis of a 3 ton air conditioner and an air-
to-air heat pump, respectively. Their objective was to establish values 
of the degradation coefficient for the units. In simple terms, the de-
gradation coefficient is a measure of the decrease in the steady state 
heat pump capacity due to the.transient effects of cycling. The re-
searchers performed detailed mathematical analysis on the experimental 
results with the purpose of establishing general correlations by which 
predictions of heat pump "on" time are made possible. The resultant 
correlations indicate that the heat pump "on" time is dependent on the 
structure thermal capacity, thermostat dead band, and the steady-state 
capacity of the heat pump. 
The literature contains many other reports on experimental and 
analytical results of the cyclic behavior of air source heat pumps (see 
for example references 18 to 21). To some extent, the experimental and 
analytical procedures employed in these references for the determina-
tion of heat pump performance are similar to those described above. 
Common to all these works is the conclusion that cycling can cause a 
substantial reduction in the heat pump rated capacity and thus seasonal 
performance. The recommendation shared by some is that the rated ca-
pacity of heat pumps should be represented in terms of cyclic rather 
than steady state performance. 
In the area of water source/sink heat pump systems, Lawrence (22) 
performed a parametric study on-different techniques for reducing the 
operation costs of heat pumps in colder climates. The study included 
16 
the use of solar energy and underground water. He used a very simplis-
tic procedure to model a solar source heat pump with a closed loop that 
contained unglazed collectors, and thermal storage on the evaporator 
side. The heat pump model was obtained from a normalized empirical 
curve fit of an analytical model which assumes a constant condensing 
temperature. Lawrence concluded that solar energy can provide a heat 
pump source of marginal economic feasibility but does not compare favor-
ably with deep well water (when available). 
Freeman (23) prepared a generalized digital computer model for a 
residential size heat pump. His modeling strategy is to "design" or 
"size" the four major components of the vapor compression cycle to yield 
any desired condition performance. Once the system has been defined, 
---··~···----. --~-,,,....~··--,.··~ .. ---..~ 
the program computes an off-design "performance map" of heat added and 
tions. The model was then incorporated with the modular simulation pro-
gram, TRNSYS (24) to simulate the performance of an "in-line" and a 
"parallel" solar-heat pump heating and cooling systems. Freeman com-
pared the two systems and concluded that the "in-line" system performed 
with slightly better efficiency than the "parallel" one, while econom-
ically the latter was slightly less costly than the first system. 
Search of the literature revealed that very little work has been 
devoted to the simulation of solar-assisted ground source/sink heat 
--~...---~-----·----------._.....,,, __ ,..___ 
pumps. Andrews and Metz (12) have done a study on the utilization of 
ground as a heat source/storage. They prepared a computer simulation 
program of a groundcoupled heat pump connected, . . in series, to a solar 
load. Their work concentrated on the modeling of the earth coil. The 
---------~#~~ 
space_l_t1g~d, ;;,.q.ldiP..!P.§)1,,f,;.,, .• and solar collectors were modeled through the use 
.,_.....,...,.,_,,_,,,,,,.,-::,,,-,.,_,,.,""'•+ .. ~ 
.. -........ , ·-
17 
of TRNSYS (24) • 
Tank and pipe grid configurations were considered for the ground 
coil model. The computer model solves the heat flow finite difference __ ___. __ 
equations over a system of "blocks" of earth. Each block can have a 
---·-<~•-
distinct shape, size and thermal properties specified by the user. Two 
types of blocks are used: "Rigged Blocks" that provide the necessary 
boundary conditions and "Free Blocks" for which the temperatures are 
solved. 
In modeling the pipe grid, the pipe plane was assumed as a thin 
-------
sheet of water flowing in the plane of the pipe field. The heat trans-
fer area of the water sheet is that of the pipe array reduced by a fac-
tor that is dependent on the pipe and block dimensions and the distance 
between adjacent pipes. 
Schlosser and Teisler (25) have written a computer simulation model 
to simulate the performance of solar-assisted heat pump systems using 
the ground for energy storage. The earth collector consisted of a 
buried pipe grid. The pipe grid was modeled in both the vertical and 
horizontal directions. Heat exchanger effectiveness was used to model 
the ground-heat pump heat exchanger, of which the effectiveness was 
assumed to vary according to the flow rate of the heat transporting 
fluid. The operation of ~so!.~~§.~-~~~~h-~-~~J.Y .• U.£,,1}}-i<J;l 
regression at the two temperature levels. The solar collectors were 
modeled through the use of equations and empirical relations found in 
Duffie and Beckman (26). As for the earth collector, the transient temper-
~-
dimensional heat equation. The spatial elements of integration are 
~----~--·--
triangles with six nodes per element. In the simulation, 400 nodes were 
18 
used and a time step of three days was found appropriate. 
Bose et al. (11) studied the actual performance of a solar-assisted 
heat pump using geothermal source/storage. The findings describe the 
_.,,,_.,,...,~~nm wt·"ap - - · r:eew;;. i!rt ltilrar 
~~:._:::1~ _ _!;?~ ... ~~--~2::.£~~!.,!,~nt source/storage system for the heat pump. 
The inclusion of the solar energy system in the ground coupled heat pump 
showed some improvement in the heat pump performance. 
Wise (34) addressed the problem of conduction heat transfer, caused 
by step function heat input from the heat pump, in the vertical earth-
water heat exchanger system (VEWEX) shown in Figure 1. By using a 
Fourier series representation of step function heat input and adapting 
Bessel functions, Wise introduced an analytical solution to the temper-
ature distribution and heat transfer in the soil surrounding a VEWEX sys-
tern. However, his solution is only valid for ON-OFF step function heat 
input of heat pump cycle times greater than 10 hours. In real situa-
tions, however, the cycle times of heat pump operations are less than 30 
minutes. 
Kanchanalai (35) analyzed the same problem of Wise (34) using 
numerical solutions. Finite difference solutions were used to solve the 
one-dimensional heat conduction equation for the temperature distribu-
tion and heat transfer in the soil surrounding a ground well. Kanchan-
alai compared results from these solutions with those from the exact 
solutions of Carslaw and Jaeger (36) and obtained excellent agreement. 
The numerical solutions used Kanchanalai (35) proved to be valid 
for long and short heat pump cycles. After some modifications (see 
Chapter VI for details) these solutions are used in this study to solve 
for the heat transfer rates and temperature profiles in the VEWEX heat 
exchanger of the ground source/sink and the solar assisted ground-source 
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/sink heat pump systems. 
The determination of the transient heating .~;:~-S~-de,~ 
______ ...... ~ .. ;...--·--· .. -, .. ----·'"t~-
buildings is an essential part of predicting the behavior of heat pump 
systems. CHLSYM (30) is a computer simulation program developed in the 
school of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Department at Oklahoma 
State University to predict the transient heating and cooling demands of 
residential and commercial buildings. The program uses the transfer 
function method outlined in the 1972 ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals 
(31) to compute the transient heat transfer through the building exter-
ior structure and the heating and cooling demands. Solar input and 
internal heat generation due to people, lights, and appliances are 
accounted for in the load calculations. The program is equipped with 
a routine for the computation of the indoor air temperature and heat 
extraction or addition rates as a function of equipment capacity and 
schedule of operation. 
After slight modifications, to suit the requirements of the heat 
pump simulation program (see Chapter VI for details), CHLSYM has been 
used in this study to predict the heating and cooling loads and interior 
temperatures in the Perkins Houses. 
CHAPTER IV 
DESCRIPTION OF THE HEAT 
PUMP SYSTEMS 
The systems described in this chapter are the air-to-air, the 
ground-source/sink, and the solar assisted ground-source/sink heat pump 
systems, briefly mentioned in Chapter II. Most of the information per-
taining to the heat pump units were obtained from manufacturer's 
catalogs (27, 28). 
The Air-to-Air Heat Pump System 
The heat pump is a Carrier Model 38CQ015/40A018 of the split system 
type, with a rated cooling capacity of 15,500 Btu/hr and a heating capa-
city of 16,500 Btu/hr. The outdoor section contains the compressor, fan 
coil, and defrost mechanism. The defrost cycle is activated when the 
outdoor temperature is below 45°F and the coil saturated suction temper-
ature indicates freezing. The maximum defrost time is 10 minutes within 
each 90-minute period. The indoor section contains a direct expansion 
fan coil unit supplied with a 3-kw electric heater for emergency heat 
(common to the three· heat pumps). Physical data, dimensions, and per-
formance data for the heat pump systems are presented in Appendix A. 
The indoor thermostat (common to the three heat pump systems) is 
a Carrier model that uses mercury in glass for electrical switching (27). 
The thermostat provides two-stage heating and one-stage cooling controls. 
20_ 
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The set point for energizing the second stage heat is set manually. 
Changeover of the heat pump mode of operation from heating to cooling, 
or vice versa, can be accomplished manually by setting a desired tern-
perature differential. The thermostat is provided with two levers 
that can be parted to set this differential. The minimum value for 
the changeover temperature differential is 3°F. Information regarding 
the thermostat dead band temperature range and anticipator character-
istics were not available. 
The Ground Source/Sink Heat Pump System 
This is a water-to-air heat pump model SWP-150 manufactured by 
Command-Aire Corporation. The unit is a single-package such that the 
compressor, coils, and blower are all housed in a single cabinet. The 
rated cooling capacity is 19,500 Btu/hr and the rated heating capacity 
is 28,000 Btu/hr. The water-refrigerant heat exchanger is connected 
to the VEWEX exchanger (as shown in Figure 2) for heat extraction or 
rejection. 
Unprepared earth was drilled to contain the VEWEX system shown in 
Figure 1. A 5-inch Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) casing was fitted in the 
250-foot deep hole. The casing is capped, at both the top and bottom, 
and contains water as the heat transporting fluid. Two 1-1/4" PVC 
---·-~---------~----......... ----------........... --.............. _ ____...... ~;:I~ •• ,._ 4 Jwtm I * 
pipes are used to circulate the exchange fluid through the water-
refrigerant heat exchanger. This type of earth heat exchange system 
has two major advantages over other types (10). First, it reduces to a 
minimum, if not eliminates, scale deposit in the heat exchanger. Scale 
deposit can be very detrimental to the heat exchanger from effectiveness 
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late the water is reduced to that necessary only to overcome friction in 
the system. 
The Solar-Assisted Ground Source/Sink 
Heat Pump System 
Figure 3 shows a schematic of this heat pump system arrangement. 
The heat pump unit and earth~water heat exchanger are the same as those 
described for the previous system. The additional item in this system 
is the solar energy loop which is used to assist the heat pump during 
both the heating and cooling seasons. 
The solar loop consists of the solar panels, the heat exchanger, 
the circulation pump, and the accumulator. The collection area consists 
of five bare steel plates (4' x 7 1 ) with 1/2" copper tubing spaced 4 
inches center-to-center. The panels have nonselective black coating. 
The solar system is of the closed loop type and uses a 50% ethylene-
glycol solution as the heat transfer fluid. Heat is exchanged with 




exchanger is a TACO model B4414W 4-pass shell and tube with a total heat 
2 transfer area of 16.4 ft . 
During the heating seasons, the collected solar heat will be trans-....__ _____ _ 
£erred to VEWEX exchanger in order t'o assist in the energy supply to the 
---------heat pump. However, during the cooling season, the heat pump rejects 
heat to the VEWEX exchanger. Under suitable weather condition, the solar 
system will dissipate some of this heat to the ambient. This, 
in turn, will mean lower return fluid temperatures to the heat pump and 
thus more efficient heat pump operation. 
AIR VENT 
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Figure 3. Schematic of the Solar Assisted Ground-Source/Sink Heat Pump System 
N 
.p.. 
Both convection and radiation heat transfer to the air are greatly 
enhanced through the use of bare collectors. Furthermore, to maximize 
the performance of the collectors, they are vertically located on the 
south wall of the house. This will enable the collection of winter 
energy (low sun rays) and better heat rejection during summer (since 
the collectors would be partly shaded because of high sun rays and the 
house overhang). The solar loop can make great use of the lower night 
temperatures for heat rejection. 
For the above two heat pump systems, the VEWEX circulating pump 
-
,, _ _.. ... _ _,_,__~--1'1-~liil----
operates when~_:_ __ ~he h~at pump .1:.~...Qll..,, The present control strategy 
for turning the solar loop pump requires a temperature differential 
of 20°F or greater to exist between the solar panels and the water in 
the VEWEX exchanger. The pump ceases operation when this differential 




On-site data measurement is very necessary for more accurate com-
parisons of the performance of the heat pump systems. Also, the mea-
sured data can be usefully utilized in validating the computer simula-
tion model. Presented in this chapter is a brief description of the 
data acquisition process. Most of the information on this topic was 
obtained from Frierson (29) which covers data acquisition and storage 
procedure in great detail. 
The parameters needed to compare the three heat pump systems were 
determined from energy balances performed on various parts of the 
occupied space~heat pump systems. Figure 4 shows points in the system 
where power consumption, heat transfer, and environmental parameters 
were to be measured for the solar-assisted ground source/sink heat pump 
system. A list of all the measured parameters, for the three houses, 
1s shown in Table III. 
The data acquisition system 1s composed of three parts: the trans-
ducers, the data logger, and the data storage and transmission devices. 
Figure 5 shows the data collection system and identifies the devices 
involved. The 11 brain11 of the collection system is a Campell Scientific 
CRS data logger which receives analog or pulse signals from various 
sensors, conditions the signals and outputs the data, in meaningful 
units, to recording devices. The pulse signals from the various sensors 
26 
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Figure 4. Energy Gains and Losses in the System 
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Humidity 
Hot Water Usage 









Weather data are: Solar Insolation 
Dry Bulb Temperature 
Humidity 
Wind Speed and Direction 
Middle House 
Dry Bulb Temperature 
Humidity 
Water Temp from Well 
Water.Temp to Well 
EGS Temp from Collector 
Hot Water Usage 
Hot Water Btu Rate 
Well Water Flow Rate 
Well Water Btu Rate 
Solar Loop Flow Rate 








Solar Loop Pump 
West House 
Dry Bulb Temperature 
Humidity 
Water Temp from Well 
Water Temp to Well 
Hot Water Usage 
Hot Water Btu 
Well Water Flow Rate 










ANEMOMETERS ., 1 
WIND DIRECTION 
WATT-HOUR, BtU 
AND FLOW METERS 
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are input through 60 channels (five cha?nels were recently added for 
measurement of additional data). Data from the channels are scanned 
every 15 minutes and output to a TEAC audio tape recorder. The recorder 
has the capability of storing 7 - 10 days worth of data unattended. 
The process currently used to convert data from the audio tape 
recording to a useable form is charted in Figure 6. Data recorded on 
the audio tapes are transmitted to the Interdata mini-computer, in the 
School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering at Oklahoma State Univer-
sity (OSU), and are retained in disk storage. This data file is then 
copied onto a magnetic tape for backup and is transmitted by phone to 
the OSU IBM 370 computer. The data iri the IBM 370 file are then edited 
for missing and inaccurate data, formated and copied on another magnetic 
tape for permanent storage. From the permanent storage tapes, TSO data 
set file can be created for .any desired period of time for use by the 
computer simulation model (details are given in the next chapter). 
Figure 7 shows a sample of the data, from the 60 channels, after edit-





MINI COMPUTER DISK 
,,. 
TEMPORARY FILE: 
IBM 370 DISK 
EDITED AND RAW DATA 
. ON 6250 BPI MAG 
TAPE 
BACKUP 
RAW DATA ON 800BPI 
MAGNETIC TAPE 
BACKUP 
EDITED AND RAW DATA 
~ ON 6250 BPI ~.AG 
TAPE 
Figure. 6. Data_ Conversion and Storage 
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ORDER OF EDITED DATA ON TAPE 
Permanent Original 
Storage Channel Description Conversion Units 
Order Number factor 
1 0 Day 
2 1 Hour 
3 2 Minute 
4 3 Outdoor Temp. 0.1 oc 
5 4 East Air Temp. 0.1 oc 
6 6 Middle Air Temp. 0.1 oc 
7 9 West Air Temp. 0.1 oc 
8 13 Outdoor Humidity 0.1 % 
9 14 East Humidity 0.1 % 
10 16 Middle Humidity 0.1 % 
11 15 West Humidity 0.1 % 
12 25 Wind.Direction 1 
13 26 Wind Speed 1 MPH 
14 27 Mean Wind Run 1 KW/M~ 15 18 Horizontal Insolation 1/886 
16 17 Vertical Insolation 1/688 KW/M 
17 11 Middle to Well Temp. 0.1 oc 
18 10 Middle from Well Temp. 0.1 oc 
19 12 Solar Collector Outlet 0.1 oc 
Temp. 
20 Open 
21 49 Middle Well Flow 1/15 gal/15 min 
22 50 Middle Well Btu 1000. btu 
23 Open 
24 51 Middle Solar Flow 1/15 gal/15 min 




29 8 West to Well Temp. 0.1 oc 
30 7 West from Well Temp. 0.1 oc 
31 39 West Well Flow. 1/15 gal/15 min 
32 40 West Well Btu 1000. btu 
33 Open 
34 21 East Total Wh Usage 24 Wh 
35 29 East Hot Water Usage 1 gal/15 min 
36 28 East Hot Water Btu 1000 btu 
37 31 East Hot Water Wh 0.9 Wh 
38 34 East Compressor and o. 72 Wh 
Crankage Heat Wh 
39 30 East Resistance Heat o. 72 Wh 
and Controller Wh 
40 32 East Hot Shot Wh 0.24 Wh 
41 35 East Indoor Fan Wh 0.24 Wh 
34 
TABLE IV (continued) 
Permanent Original 
Storage Channel Description Conversion Units 
Order Number factor 
42 36 East Outdorr Fan Wh 0.24 Wh 
43 22 West Total Wh Usage 24. Wh 
44 37 West Hot Water Usage 
45 38 West Hot Water Btu 1000. btu 
46 42 West Hot Water Wh 0.9 Wh 
47 44 West Compressor Wh o. 72 Wh 
48 41 West Resistance Heat Wh 0. 72 Wh 
49 43 West Hot Shot Wh 0.24 Wh 
50 45 West Indoor Fan and 0.24 Wh 
Controller Wh 
51 46 West Well Pump Wh 0.24 Wh 
52 23 Middle Total Wh Usage 24. Wh 
53 48 Middle Hot Water Usage 1/15 gal/15 min 
54 47 Middle Hot Water Btu 1000. btu 
55 54 Middle Hot Water Wh 0.9 Wh 
56 56 Middle Compressor and o. 72 Wh 
Controller Wh 
57 53 Middle Resistance Heat Wh o. 72 Wh 
58 55 Middle Hot Shot Wh 0.24 Wh 
59 57 Middle Indoor Fan Wh 0.24 Wh 
60 58 Middle Well Pump Wh 0.24 Wh 
61 59 Middle Solar Pump and 0.24 Wh 
Solar Loop Controller Wh 






The total system consists of "sub-systems" that represent the heat 
,.- -
pump units, the solar loop, and the VEWEX system. Each of these sub~ 
----~ '·~~ ........ ·:·«~.,;.::ri;.;li;:IS9l"""'l'""-;;.o-'-.d",~~ ~"'";;llil.~? ..... ~ .... ~i>v.~~,,,..,..~ 
systems is modeled by a separate subroutine. 
ing demands are simulated by a separate computer program. The procedure 
----for interconnecting these subroutines to interact with each other is 
explained in the discussion on the total system. Program listings, 
flow charts, and input/output instructions are presented in Appendix B. 
The Space Heating/Cooling Loads 
In order to determine performance characteristics of the heat pump, -
it is necessary to establish the heating and cooling demands of the build-
ing. CHLSYM (30) the tra~?ient heating/cooling load simulation program 
(described in Chapter III) is used to predict the heating/cooling demands 
in the Perkins houses. The input to the program include hourly weather 
data, structure geometry, and internal load generation. Some modifica-
tions were applied to CHLSYM (not conflicting with the calculation 
procedure) in order to make it adaptable to the form of measured data. 
The modifications to CHLYSM are: 
1. The program inputs 15-minute data, from the weather 
tapes, averages them for hourly data input. Appropriate 
conversion factors are applied to each of the input data 
35 
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to agree with the units used in the program. 
2. The outside surface film coefficient is made to vary 
with wind speed by using the following empirical 
correlation (32), 
h = 2.2 + WV [ 0.32 + 0.001 (WV)] 
3. Sensible internal loads from lights and appliances are 
made hourly inputs. 
4. Outdoor and indoor relative humidities are made hourly 
inputs. 
5. Equations used to calculate the declination and equa-
tion of time were replaced by more accurate correla-
tions found in reference (33). 
6. The procedure for calculating the air humidity ratio 
has been replaced by a subroutine (13) that computes 
the psychrometric properties of air for a wet bulb 
temperature range of -32 < Twb < l00°F. 
The modified version of CHLSYM is called LDSIM. The user's input 
to the program consists of an index identifying the house, the month of 
simulation, the first and last days of simulation, and the desired type 
of output. 
The Heat Pump Units 
turer's performance data. For the Carrier air-to-air heat pump unit, 
the polynomials are: 
Heating capacity (Btu/hr) 
··------·-·•4-'"'""-'0::',,,.-"'--""'~ 
QHS = CFC·TFC(a + a · TO+ a2 . T02 + a · 0 1 3 
Power input, heating, (KW) 
---,,---
Cooling capacity (Btu/hr) 
T03 + a · T04 4 
QCS = C + c1 · TO + C · To2 + C · TWB + C • TWB2 + C · CFM 0 2...,,.. 3- 4 5 
CFM) 
Power input, cooling, (KW) 
(1) 
(3) 
PCS = d + d • TO+ d · T02 + d3 • TWB + d4 • TWB2 + d5 • CFM 
0 1_ 2 -- --
where: 
TWB indoor air wet-bulb temperature. (°F) 
CFM =air volume rate. (ft3 /min) 
CFC,CKW = heating capacity and power input correction factors, 
respectively, when the air volume !- 575 CFM. 
CFC = 0.82022 + 2.25E - 05(CFM) 
CKW = 0.91011 + l.12E - 04(CFM) 
TFC,TKW = heating capacity and power input correction factors, 
respectively, when the inlet air dry-bulb temperature 
!- 80 °F. 
TFC = 1.28 - 0.004 (TDB) 
TKW = 0.86 + 0.002 (TDB) 




a's, b's, e's, d's= resultant curve-fit coefficients. 
For the Corrnnand-Aire water-to-air heat pump unit, the polynomials are; 
Heating capacity (Btu/hr) 
(5) 
Heat extraction rate (Btu/hr) 
(6) 
Power input, heating, (KW) 
(7) 
Cooling capacity (BTU/hr) 
(8) 
Heat rejection rate (Btu/hr) 
QHRS - CFCHR(J. + 3· · EWT + 3· 2 · Er.VT'2 + 3· 3 • TWB + J. 4 • TWB 2 - 0 1 l'V.1. 
(9) 
Power input, cooiing, (KW) 
(10) 
where: 
EWT = entering water temperature. · (°F) 
GPM = water volume flow rate. (gal/min) 
CFHC, CFHE, CFKW = correction factors for heating capacity, 
heat extraction rate, and power input, respectively, 
when the air volume 1 600 CFM. 
CFC HR correction factor for cooling capacity and heat 
rejection rate when the air volume :f. 600 CF:M. 
The correction factors for the Command-Aire unit 
are represented by fourth-order polynomials in the 
air volume rate. 
During cyclic operations, the heat pump capacity rises slowly until 
it approaches its steady-state value. Figure 8a shows typical response 
39 
curves for the heat pump capacity. This transient behavior is due to the 
refrigerant dynamics and in part to the thermal mass of the heat exchanger 
(17). Experimental studies (16, 19) showed that the transient performance 
of the heat pump can be satisfactorily represented by a first order re-
sponse of the form: 
where: 
. 
~= 1- e-t/'T 
Qss 
Qcy heat pump cycle capacity. 
Qss heat pump steady-state capacity. 
t time 
T heat pump time constant. 
The cyclic heating/cooling output for a heat pump on-time period, t , 
0 
(11) 
can be determined by integrating Equation 11 over that time period. The 
integration yields. 
Q Q [ t - T(l - e-to/T)] CY = SS 0 (12) 
Equation 12 is used in this study to compute the heat pump cyclic output. 
Solving this equation, however, involves two unknown variables. The first 
is the heat pump on-time which is dependent on the type of thermostat 
I 
...,._ __ CYCLE TIME __ ____..,..,. 
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to 4 I 
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(a) CYCLIC CAPACITY FOR 50% ON-TIME HEAT PUMP OPERATION 
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TIME (MIN) 
(b) 15-MINLITE CYCLE OF THE EARTH SOURCE HEAT PUMP 
Figure 8. Heat Pump Cyclic Heating/Cooling Capacity 
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4:1 
used, thennal capacity of the structure, and the steady-state capacity 
of the heat pump. The second variable is the heat pump time constant, 
T, which is usually experimentally determined. 
The procedure used to solve Equation 12 begins with assigning a 
value for the heat pump cycle time. For this simulation model, a cycle 
time of 15 minutes has been assigned. The 15-minute value is somehow 
arbitrary, however, inspection of the measuared data, for several months, 
indicated that the cycle times for each of the heat pump units average to 
about this value. The next step is computing the cyclic output involves 
determining how long, during a cycle, would the heat pump be operating. 
According to Murphy et al. and Bullock et al. (16, 19) the heat pump on-
time can be closely approximated by the ratio of the building heating 




t heat pump on-time in hours. 
0 
t heat pump cycle time in hours. 
c 
Since no information could be obtained from either of the heat pump 
manufacturers, some approximations were made to compute the heat pump 
time constant using Equation 11. It was assumed that at the end of a 
heat pump on-time pe_riod, the actual capacity (Q ) will be 99. 5% of the 
cy 
steady-state value. Therefore, the ratio Q /Q in Equation 11 is fixed 
cy SS 
at 0.995 when the time is equal to t . Substituting this ratio into 
0 
Equation 11 and solving for T, the following expression was obtained for 





Equation 14 was used to compute the time constant for the heat pump 
units. It was found that the time constant varied from 48 seconds for a 
heat pump on-time of 3 minutes to 2.8 minutes for a heat pump on-time of 
15-minutes. Figure 8b shows a cycle for the earth source heat pump 
operating for 7 minutes when the outdoor temperature was 13°F. For this 
case, the cyclic output of this heat pump was about 20% less than the 
steady state capacity. 
In summary,the steps for computing the heat pump actual capacity 
_,,..,..._..,,,..,_,'""'~'"°''--' .. _,,...._,,_, ,_.~.--•'-.,, ... ,", . .,,_,,,,.,-.u.,-.· • . - ~-, >';c• .u,....-~..y.~·,.-,,.,.-..,.·,·.' ,.-·•· .,,T;,:'\'.:-, .:,··-~'" fl'.~,7'~.,-,.,.._,-...-.~,-'"U·.\.::;-_,~~~~'~-'1>"Jm:.'='~ ... ~~"'"""'"1:."°~~~~ 
are: 
--~-.... 
1. Compute the space heating or cooling demand, QLOAD, 
2. Use the curve-fit equations to compute the steady-state 
. 
capacity of the heat pump, Q , 
SS 
3. Use Equation (13) to determine t , 
0 
4. Use Equation (14) to determine T, 
5. Substitute the results from steps 2-4 into Equation (12) to 
obtain the cyclic capacity, Qcy· 
The power input to the heat pump unit (compressor and fan)is cal-
culated using the curve-fit relations of the manufacturers' steady-state 
data. Experimental data (15, 19) indicate that during each on-time per-
iod, the power consumption is characterized by a sharp spike as the mo-
tors develop speed, followed by a flat curve. Since this start-up 
transient occurs very fast (generally within a few seconds), its effect 
on the total energy consumption is practically negligible. Therefore, 




The Solar Energy System 
Figure 9 shows a schematic of the solar energy system. The solar 
panels were modeled using the correlations and procedure outlined by 
Duffie and Beckman (26). The following assumptions were incorporated 
in the simulation model: 
1. Dust and dirt on the panels have negligible effects. 
2. Properties of the working fluid in the solar loop are indepen-
dent of temperature. 
3. No heat loss in the piping connecting the solar panels to the 
heat exchanger, so that the outlet and inlet temperatures of 
the collectors are the same as the exchanger's inlet and out-
let temperatures, respectively. 
The equations describing the solar collection system involve the 
overall heat loss coefficient (U) and the useful energy gain (Q ). The 
0 u 
overall loss coefficient consists of the front or top losses (Ut) and 
the bac~ losses (Ub). The top loss coefficient is composed of convection 
and radiation terms. The convection heat transfer coefficient is described 
by the following relation (33). 
where: 
h = 0.8 + 0.23 (WV) 
w 
h = convection heat transfer coefficient (Btu/hr-ft 2- F) 
w 
WV wind velocity (mile/hr) 
(15) 
Wind direction is accounted for by inserting a simple control logic in the 
simulation model. The control logic checks the direction of the prevail-
ing wind and adjusts the value of measured wind velocity accordingly. If 













measured wind velocity is substituted in Eqn. (15). If, on the other 
hand, the wind is prevailing from any other direction and the measured 
velocity exceeds 5 mph, then a value of 5 mph is used in Eqn. (15). 
This strategy was adopted because if the wind is prevailing from the 
north, or due north, the solar panels will not experience the full ex-
tent of the wind velocity since they will be on the leeward side. 
The radiation coefficients between the collector plate and the 
ambient and the collector plate and the ground are given by the follow-







OE F(T2 + T2)(T - T) p p s p s 
2 
radiation heat transfer coefficient (Btu/hr-ft - 0 R) 
Stefan-Boltzman constant 
= 0.1712 x 10-S Btu/hr-ft2- 0 R4 
E collector plate emittance p 
F configuration factor between panels and sky 
T collector plate temperature ( 0 R) p 
T = ambient temperature ( 0 R) 
a 




The top loss coefficient is then the sum of the convection and radiation 
terms, 
= h + h 




The solar panels are mounted vertically on the south wall of the middle 
house with a 3-inch gap separating the panels from the wall • ...___The back 
heat loss coefficient is cqrnppBed pf &a-Matjop aud Uatu:ral cqnyection 
......_ -
terms. The radi iiiliiea CO@ff1c1ent 1s }!iv~'l'l: by; 
(T2 + T )(T 
hr =a lp ~ P 
p-w ~- + ~- - 1 E E p w 
where: 
+ T ) 
w (18) 
h = radiation heat transfer coefficient between the panels and 
r . p-w 
wall (Btu/hr-ft2- R) 
T wall surf ace temperature ( R) 
w 
E = emittance of the wall 
w 
The natural convection term is given by (37), 
he= ~(0.02l)(PrGr) 215 
where: 
h natural convection coefficient (Btu/hr-ft2-°F) 
c 
k = air conductivity (Btu/hr-ft-°F) 
L = vertical length of coilector (ft) 
Pr = Prandtl number for air 
Gr = Grashof number 
The back loss coefficient is then given by, 
(19) 
(20) 
The overall heat transfer coefficient for the solar collector is the sum 
of Eqn's 19 and 20. 
u = u + u 
0 t b 




A FR[I a - U (Tf .- T )] 
c t o ,1 a (21) 
where: 
A = collector area of the solar panels (ft2 ) 
c 
I = total radiation incident or the collector surf ace t 
2 (Btu/hr-ft ) 
a = absorptance of the collector plate 
Tf . = collector inlet temperature (°F) 
,1 
T ambient temperature (°F) 
a 
The collector heat removal factor (FR) is given by, 
Ge U F' 
FR=~ [l - exp(G~ )] (22) 
0 p 
2 
where G is the mass flow rate per unit of collector area (lb/hr-ft), and 
c is the specific heat of the working fluid (Btu/lb-°F). The collector p 
efficiency factor (F') is given by, 
1 1 1 -1 F' = [UoW(U D+(W-D)F + Cb + ) ] '!TD.hf . 
0 l 'l 
where: 
w tube spacing (ft); 
D = tube nominal diameter (ft); 
Cb bond conductance; Cb = ~b/8 (Btu/hr-ft- °F); 
~ = bond thermal conductivity (Btu/hr-ft- °F); 
b bond length (ft); 
y bond average thickness (ft); 
D. tube inside diameter (ft); 
l 




F = fin efficiency; F = tanh m(W...:D)/2 I m(W-D)/2 
m = U /K o 
0 p 
K plate thermal conductivity (Btu/hr-ft-"F); and p 
o =plate thickness (ft). 
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The mean fluid temperature in the tubes of the collector is given by 
T f ,m 
= Tf . + Qu (1 - FR) 
'
1 AU FR F' 
c 0 
(24) 
and the mean plate temperature is described by the relationship 
T = Tf + Q (R f) p,m ,m u p- (25) 
where: 
R = heat transfer resistance between the plate and fluid; p-f 
= 1/ (hf :rrD. nL ) 
,1 1 t 
n number of tubes; and 
Lt = length of tubes· (ft). 
Once the useful heat gain has been computed, the collector exit temper-
ature (Tf ) can be determined from, 
,o 
Tf = Tf . + Q /mcp 
,o '1 u 
where mis the fluid mass flow rate in the collector (lb/hr). 
(26) 
The computation of the top loss coefficient, and consequently the 
overall loss coefficient, requires knowledge of the plate temperature. 
However, computation of the absorb.er plate temperature demands knowledge 
of the value of the overall loss coefficient. Therefore, an iterative 
~s employed in which an assumed value of the plate temperature 
is used to solve for U • This U value is then·used to calculate approx-
o 0 
imate ·values of F', FR, Q, Tf , and finally a new plate temperature. 
u ,m 
The newly calculated plate temperature is used to compute a new value of 
U and the process is repeated until convergence is established between 
0 
two successive U values. 
0 
The solar energy subroutine (SOLAR) is provided with an option so 
that either horizontal surface or tilted surface radiation can be input. 
If radiation incident on a horizontal surface is the input, then it will 
be converted to that incident on a tilted surface. Correlations found in 
reference 35 were utilized to perform the conversion process. 
The Vertical Earth-Water Heat Exchanger 
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Numerical solutions proved to be responsive to short heat pump cycles 
(see Chapter III). Therefore, they were employed to compute the transient 
~~ ... ~.~·~ 
heat transfer and temperature distribution in the soil surrounding the 
._~::ieox...,.,_,.,..- •• - !LU ·nw•.W1•W1'•-.••-
vertical earth-water heat exchanger (VEWEX). In particular, the finite 
difference implicit method is used to avoid the time incre.roent restriction 
imposed by the explicit method. 
The VEWEX subroutine is based on a program provided in reference 
35. Soip.e modifications were made to generalize the program and have it: 
take into effect the fluid temperature variation along the well depth. 
~-~----~~~~~~-.,,,~~~ 
The following assumptions were used in the VEWEX model: 
1. There is no heat transfer by radiation in the system. 
2. There is no heat transfer by conduction in the vertical 
direction of the fluid stream or earth. 
3. The mass flow rate of fluid in the well is constant. 
4. No horizontal temperature gradient exists in the fluid stream. 
5. Constant earth thermal diffusivity. 
6. Perfect contact between the coil pipe and earth. 
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7. The well is sufficiently long so that end effects can be 
neglected. 
8. At large radial distance from the wall (r>30 ft), each earth 
slice (see Figure 10) will remain at its far-field temperature. 
9. Initially both the exchange fluid and earth are at the far-
field temperatures. 
To solve for the fluid temperature along the well depth, the well 
is divided into a finite number of increments (~Z)* as shown in Figure 
10. Each increment is characterized with a constant far-field temper-
ature (T ) in the surrounding soil. For each increment, the heat ex-g 
change between the fluid and soil is computed and fluid temperature at 
the end of an increment is determined. This temperature acts as inlet 
•Ill• C'''!I-£" lfPl 4i>'"W.i=-~~~ ............ -.--... l-ill!'l .... --.·. 
temperature for the next increment. The process is continued until 
Solving for the fluid temperatures in dimensional steps, by incre-
menting the well depth, yields a more accurate picture of the vertical 
temperature profile. This was demonstrated by the line-source solutions 
used by Moss (38) to compute temperature profiles in water injection 
wells. 
In solving for the fluid temperature at the end of each increment, 
the solutions, outlined by Shenck and Dusinberre (39, 40) for buried 
.-------... 
pipes, were applied in this study. Figure 10 shows fluid increments 
-
~Z long. Three heat transfer terms must be considered when solving for 
the fluid temperatures. These are the heat transfer by convection be-
*See nomenclature section for designations. 
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tween the fluid and the well inner surface, the heat flow involving the 
enthalpy change in the fluid passing through the region and carried out 
• of it, and the heat stored in the fluid increment due to the transient 
rise in the fluid temperature over a time step. 
Following the notation in Figure 10, the heat flow by convection 








h = convection heat coefficient (Btu/hr-ft 2-°F) 
A = surface area of a ~Z increment (ft2) 
n n 
T = well surface temperature for the nth increment (°F) 
w 
n 
mean average of inlet and outlet temperatures; 
(Tf + Tf )/2 (°F) 
n n+l 
The convection heat transfer coefficient, h, is computed using the 
Dittus-Boelter correlations (41). 
The heat flow due to enthalpy change in the fluid passing through 
an increment, ~Z, is given by, 
where: 
me (Tf - Tf ) 
p n n+l 
me = fluid capacity rate (Btu/hr-°F) p 
The storage term in the fluid increment over a time step is 
represented by, 
Mc (T' - T ) p avg avg 




M = mass of the fluid increment (lb ) 
m 
T' = mean average temperature in the fluid increment 
avgn 
a time step later (°F) 
L\8 = time step (hr) 
Energy balance on a fluid increment can then be written as, 
(30) 
Substituting the terms from Equations 27, 28 and 29 into equation 30 
and rearranging, the temperature of the fluid at the end of an incre-
ment can be written as: 
T = l_ [2T ··")+ YY·T - ZZ·T ] 
fn+l XX 1'-- avg w f 




zz = l - ( J.fil (+ ,,() M M ., Mc 
p 
(31) 
The temperature distribution in the soil is governed by the one-
dimensional heat conduction equation: 
32T + !. C!T = !. 8T 
ar r ar a ae 
with the initial condition: 
T(r,e) = T. 
1. 
and boundary conditions: 




for all r > r 
0 
for all e >8 
0 





Finite difference techniques are employed to solve for the 
radial temperatures in the ground. Specifically, the implicit method 
with nonuniform grids, as described in reference 42, is used to solve 
the problem of cyclic heat input at the well surface. 
The computational strategy applied in the VEWEX model is summarized 
by the following steps: 
1. Use the heat extracted or rejected by the heat pump (plus 
the solar loop contribution in the case of the solar-ground 
heat pump) as a first estimate of the heat conducted to, or 
from the ground (Q d) · 
con 
2. Use this estimated heat conduction value to solve Equation 
32 for the wall temperature, T, (the implicit method). w 
3. Compute the fluid temperature at the end of the nth in-
4. 
5. 
crement, Tf , using Equation 31 and T computed in 
n+l w 
step 2. 
Calculate Q using Equation 27. 
conv 
Compare Q (step 4) with the estimated conduction heat 
conv 
transfer (step 1). If the difference (Q - Q d) is conv con 
within a specified tolerance limit, then begin computation 
for a new fluid increment. If not, then increment or 
decrement the Q d value and repeat steps 2 to 5 until 
con 
convergence is established. 
6. Use Q d from step 5 as a first estimate for the next 
con 
fluid increment. 
7. Steps 2 through 6 are repeated for each fluid increment. 
It should be noted that the larger the number of ~Z 
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increments the better the accuracy of results. However, 
computer run cost increases with the number of increments. 
In this study, 50 - ft depth increments were found optimum. 
The far-field temperatures for the soil increments, T , were 
gn 
assigned according to Collins' recommendation (8). For Oklahoma, 
the Collins map gives an annual average ground temperature of 62 F 
for depths from 30 to 60 ft. For greater depths, Collins recommended 
a 1 °F increase for every 64 ft increase in depth. 
Flow of Information in the Dynamic Simulation 
This section explains the flow of information among the various 
subroutines and the control logic. Figure 11 shows a schematic of the 
flow of logic for the dynamic simulation procedure. 
The pro~edure begins with running LDSIM program to compute the 
heating/cooling demands and indoor temperatures. User's input to the 
program consists of indices identifying the house, days and month of 
simulation, thermostat throttling range, thermostat settings and 
their times, and the equipment maximum and minimum capacities. Other 
inputs to the programs are stored in data sets for each house which 
are input automatically through the house index. LDSIM will output 
the loads and indoor temperatures into a data set file that is linked 
with the heat pump simulation program (HPSIM). HPSIM is then executed 
to simulate the performance of a particular heat pump system. User's 
input to HPSIM includes specifying the house and period of simulation. 
HPSIM reads the heating/cooling loads and indoor temperatures from the 











the 15-minute values. The mode of heat pump operation (heating or 
cooling) is determined by a check on the house load and the outdoor 
temperature. The heat pumpwill not be operating if the indoor tempera-
ture is within the thermostat throttling r.ange. 
The type of heat pump system to be simulated is decided by the 
house index specified by the user. If, for instance, the middle house 
were specified, then subroutine HPUMP or HPUMPC would be called de-
pending on whether the mode of operation is heating or cooling. The 
heat pump actual capacity, heat extraction or rejection rate to the 
well water, operation time, power usage, and the heat pump coefficient 
of performance are computed in the respective subroutine. Temperature 
___ _,, _____ .... ___..,.. 
of the water exiting the water-refrigerant heat exchanger is then 
computed using the heat extraction or rejection rate and the water 
capacity rate. Next, a check is made to determine whether or not the 
solar loop pump is circulating fluid. If the pump is on then subrou--
tine SOLAR is called to determine the collector exit temperature. 
The control logic for turning on the solar loop pump requires a 
temperature differential of 20 F between the collector plate temper-
ature and the water temperature at the middle of the well. The 
pump is turned off when this differential falls below 5 F. In this 
simulation program the temperature differential for the solar pump 
control is determined using the ·sol-air temperature. This is because 
the sensor for the collector plate temperature is located at the center 
of the solar panels and is exposed more to the outdoor environment than 
to the plate temperature, which is influenced by the outdoor environment 
and the water in the tubing. Simulation runs of some November days 
showed excellent agreement between predicted and measured times of the 
solar loop pump operation. 
The heat transfer rate between the well circulating water to the 
solar loop (via the glycol-water heat exchanger, shown in Figure 3) is 
computed from: 
where: 
= E(mc ) (TC - TFhp) 
p w 0 
(33) 
E =heat exchanger effectiveness (considered constant at 63%); 




= collector outlet temperature ("F); 
= water exit temperature from the refrigerant-water 
heat exchanger (°F). 
Q 1 is then used to compute the temperature of the water entering the so 
well. 
The last step in the simulation is calling subroutine VEWEX (Ver-
tical Earth-Water Heat Exchanger) to calculate the water temperature 
exiting the well, which is influenced by the heat transfer between the 
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water and the earth. The value of time step is set according to the heat 
pump operation time. VEWEX is called twice during a 15-minute cycle 
time. The first time step is set equal to the heat pump on-time during 
the 15-minute cycle, and the second time step is that of the cycle time 
minus the heat pump on-time. If the heat pump were operating or not 
operating the full 15 minutes, then the time step is set equal to one-
half the cycle time. This strategy was adopted in order to account for 
the solar contribution when the heat pump is off, or the heat transfer 
----·----





The same logic is used in simulating the ground-.source heat pump 
(west house), except that subroutine SOLAR is bypassed. As for the 
air-to-air heat pump (east house), the cyclic performance is determined 
by subroutine APUMPH or APUMPC depending on whether the mode of operation 
is heating or cooling, respectively. 
Model Validation 
On-site measured data proved very helpful in the verification of 
the simulation model. Actual data a for few days in both the heating and 
--------..... ..-.. ·~--,,_.._ ...... ----... ~
cooling seasons were chosen for comparison with predictions of the 
-------~~~~~~~--~---
simulationmodel. These comparisons were used to refine the values 
of some constants and factors related to the structures, the equip-
ment and controls, the solar loop, and the vertical earth-water heat 
exchanger. Some of these factors included infiltration and internal 
heat generation rates, thermostat throttling range, effective solar 
absorptance and emittance for the solar panels, thermal diffusivity 
of the ground, etc. 
Figures 12 and 13 show comparisons of actual and simulated re-
sults of hourly average indoor temperatures for the west and east 
house for selected days in the heating and cooling seasons for which 
complete data were available. Tables V through V.II show comparisons 
of actual and simulated heatpump performance in the respective houses 
for the selected days. Reasonably good agreement exists between the 
predicted and actual dataconsidering unpredictability of the habits of 
thepeople occupying the houses. For instance, observation of the avail-
able measured data for some December days for the east house indicated that 
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Figure 13. Simulated vs. Measured Indoor Temperatures 
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TABLE V 
SIMULATED VS. MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF 
THE GROUND-AIR HEAT PUMP SYSTEM 
(WEST HOUSE - DEC. 21, 1980) 
Measured 


















SIMULATED VS. MEASURED PERFORMANCE 
·op THE AIR-AIR HEAT PUMP SYSTEM 

















SIMULATED VS. MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF 
THE GROUND-AIR HEAT PUMP SYSTEM 
(WEST HOUSE - AUG. 6, 1980) 
Measured 
Total heat pump operating 
time (hr) 9.7 
Compressor and fan total 




change their thermostat setting twice during the day. The observation 
63 
also indicated high intermittent internal heat generation throughout the 
day which was probably caused by frequent cooking or operation of home 
appliances. This high internal heat generation caused higher indoor 
temperature fluctuations than otherwise would be attained by the thermo-
static control. 
Comparison between measured and simulated data on the performance 
of the solar-earth heat pump system in the middle house was not possible. 
This is because this heat pump system has been malfunctioning since its 
installation. The malfunction was detected very recently and has been 
attended to. In regard to the solar loop-earth heat exchanger perform-
ance, however, some comparisons with the actual <lata were possible. 
Visual inspection of the measured data for the month of November indi-
cated that there were two days during which the heat pump was turned off 
for the entire day, while the solar loop was adding heat to the well 
water. Forcing the heat pump to be off during those November days, the 
64 
simulation model was used to predict the rise in both the solar collector 
and well outlet temperatures as a result of solar heat addition. Figures 
14 and 15 show the simulated and measured collector and well outlet temp-
eratures respectively. Good agreement exists between the measured and 
simulated data during the solar collection period (when the solar and 
well pumps are activated). The difference can be attributed to the as-
sumed constant physical properties of soil and solar loop fluid. During 
the period of no solar heat collection, the collector outlet temperature 
(measured) is approximately that of the house attic since that is 
where the temperature sensor is located. The well temperature is 
virtually that of the house since the sensor is located in the 
utility closet in the living room. 
It was desired that simulation results be compared with measured 
data for more days in both the heating and cooling seasons. However, 
very few data (in useable format) were available for the simulation 
tests. All the compiled measured data are "raw data". They are stored 
in a form such that they cannot be used directly in a computer program. 
The storage tapes contain missing data for hours and sometimes days. 
This has been caused by the frequent breakdown of the data recording 
equipment. Presently, however, the measured data are being checked and 
corrected for missing scans and unrecognized characters. Data for 
several months will be stored on a single tape. This will improve both 
the method and the speed of inputing the data into the simulation pro-
gram and will allow for long simulation period. 
Finally, due to the difference in the daily habits of the residents 
of the Perkins houses, the difference in their preference for indoor 
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it is very difficult tomakea decision (using measured indoor data) re-
garding the merits of one heat pump system over the others. Therefore, 
it was decided to.assume unified values for the internal heat generation 
and temperature settings for the three houses, and use these values with 
the measured weather data to simulate the performances of the three heat 
pump systems. The results of these simulations are discussed in the next 
chapter. 
CHAPTER VII 
In order to compare the performances of the three heat pump 
systems, simulation runs were made for three winter and three 
summer days for each of the houses (results are presented in Tables 
IX and X). In these simulation runs, internal loads, infiltration 
and ventilation rates, and thermostat settings were assumed to be 
the same for each of the three houses. These assumed values are 
tabulated in Table VIII. 
Inspection of the winter simulation results (Table IX) clearly 
indicates the superior performance of the earth and solar-earth heat 
pumps over that of .the air-to-air heat pump. During the simulation 
period, the electrical energy consumption by the air-to-air heat was 
approximately 43% higher than that used by either of the other two 
heat pump system. Its heating coefficient of performance, COP*, 
was about 47% lower than that of the other two. The reason for the 
less efficient performance of the air source heat pump is the cold 
temperature it experienced during those December days. The averages 
of measured outdoor temperatures for those days were 28~ 18~ and 
24°F. In contrast, the earth and solar-earth heat pumps operated at 
*For the air-to-air heat pump, COP is based on energy usage by 
indoor-outdoor fans and resistance heat; for the other two heat pumps 




ASSUMED VALUES FOR INETERNAL GENERATION, 
INFILTRATION RATES AND TEMPERATURE 
SETTING FOR THE AUG. AND DEC. 
SIMULATION RUNS 
Daytime Nigh time 
(8.0-17 hrs) (0-8.0 and 18-24 
Number of people in house 1 4 
Infiltration rate (air 
changes I hr) 1/2 3/4 
hrs) 
Thermostat setting ( F) 76 (summer) 76 (summer) 
70 (winter) 70 (winter) 
Lighting (KW ) 0.5 1.0 
Sensible heat loads 
from appliances, etc. 
(Btu/hr) 300 500 
Latent heat loads 
from appliances, etc. 100 300 









WINTER SIMULATION RESULTS FOR THE 
THREE HEAT PUMP SYSTEMS 
(DECEMBER 19-21, 1980) 
Air Earth 
Heat Pump Heat Pump 
Heat pump operating time (hr) 16.38 7.12 
Energy consumed by compressor 
and fan(s) (KWh) 27.8 19.28 
Resistance heat (KWh) 1. 73 0.00 










20 Heat pump operating time (hr) 20.87 9. 72 9. 72 
20 Energy consumed by compressor 
and fan(s) (KWh) 34 .59 25.95 25.95 
20 Resistance heat (KWh) 16.76 0.00 0.00 
20 Average COP 1.36 2.14 2.14 
----------------------------------
21 Heat pump operating time (hr) 16.87 7. 71 7.67 
21 Energy consumed by compressor 
and fan(s) (KWh) 28.48 20.60 20.57 
21 Resistance heat (KWh) 5.51 0.00 0.00 
21 Average COP 1.52 2.14 2 .14 
-----------------------------------
Totals and Averages 
Total heat pump operating time (hr) 54.12 24.54 24.51 
Total energy consumed by compressor 
and fan(s) (KWh) 40.86 65.83 65.80 
Total resistance heat (KWh) 24.00 0.00 0.00 
Average COP 1.46 2.14 2.14 
70 
higher efficiency because of the higher heat source temperatures 
-------(water from the earth heat exchanger) that averaged 60, 58, and 
58 F for the respective simulation days. The coefficient of per-
formance of the heat pumps versus the outdoor and well exit temper-
atures are plotted in Figure 16. 
A somehow unexpected result is that of the performance of the 
solar-earth heat pump. The simulation results indicate that the 
solar panels were unable to collect enough heat to transfer it to 
the well water, which in turn would result in increase in the heat 
pump efficiency. This is despite the fact that both December 19 
and 21 were sunny days (the 20th day of December was a very cloudy 
day with very low levels of insolation recorded). The solar loop 
pump operated intermittently about midday of December 21st for a col-
lector time of 1.5 hours. .However, the contributed solar heat 
hardly affected the performance of the heat pump. The middle house 
recorded data for the 19th and 21st days of De.cember show that the 
solar loop pump was in operation for approximately 4 and 5 hours, 
respectively. However, the recorded well temperatures were in the 
high 40's-low 50's range when the solar loop pump began operation. 
This is a good indication that during cold sunny days, the solar loop 
will assist in maintaining the well water temperature at a convenient 
level for efficient heat pump operation (50-90°F). 
The simulation·results of the three summer days of August, shown 
in Table X, show a different trend for the performance of the three 
heat pumps than that of the winter days. The results indicate that 
the three heat pump systems operated with nearly the same efficiency. 
The cooling coefficient of performance of the air source heat pump 
71 
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SUMMER SIMULATION RESULTS FOR 
THE THREE HEAT PUMP SYSTEMS 
(AUGUST 4-6, 1980) 
Air Earth 
Heat Pump Heat Pump 
Heat pump operating time (hr) 18.56 14.64 
Energy consumed by compressor 
and fan(s) (KWh) 38.93 36.16 






- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -
5 Heat pump operating time (hr) 18.94 15.26 15.26 
5 Energy consumed by compressor 
and fan(s) (KWh) 39.84 38.56 38.56 
5 Average COP 1. 70 1. 72 1. 72 
6 Heat pump operating time (hr) 19.45 15.84 15.84 
6 Energy consumed by compressor 
and fan(s) (KWh) 41.00 40.47 40.47 
6 Average COP 1. 71 1. 70 1. 70 
Totals and Averages 
Total heat pump operating time (hr) 56.95 45.74 45.74 
Total energy consumed by compressor 
and fan(s) (KWh) 119. 77 115.18 115.18 
Average COP 1. 70 1. 74 1. 74 
73 
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lagged that of either of the other two heat pump systems by only 4%. 
The close proximity among the cooling efficiencies of the three heat 
pump systems can be explained by reviewing Figure 17. The air source 
heat pump makes use of the low night temp __ er'!;:.u_re~ .• 9£!;iiatin~.La~ higher 
1aq 
efficiency which drops fast as the ambient temperatures climb up to 
the lOO's. The earth and solar-earth heat pump systems, however, operat-
ed at a relatively constant efficiency draping off slightly late in 
the day as the well temperature keeps building up. A very probable 
reason for the high well temperatures is that the heat is rejected 
continuously to the well, due to non-cycling of the heat pump. 
Theoretically, the solar loop in the solar-earth heat pump system 
should be able to assist in maintaining the well temperatures at a 
lower level during the evening and early morning hours by dissipating 
some of the heat in the well to the cooler surroundings. However, the 
3-day August simulation results did not support this theory. Unfor-
tunately, there are no recorded data of the actual performance of the 
solar-earth heat pump system during the cooling season of 1980 to val-
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Figure 17. Simulated Effect of Temperature on the Cooling Coefficient 
of Performance (August 5, 1980) 
CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A heat pump simulation model was constructed to simulate the 
performances of an air-to-air, an earth-source/sink, and a solar-
assisted earth-source/sink heat pump systems. With the aid of the 
building cooling/heating load simulation program CHLSYM (30), the 
model is capable of predicting the heat pump cyclic performance as 
influenced by the building external and internal loads. The model 
was validated using the few days of available useable computer 
data and was found to be in reasonable agreement with the recorded 
data. 
The model was used to compare the performances of the three 
heat pump systems during both summer and winter operations when 
subjected to similar external and internal loads. The outcome of 
thesecomparisonsfavors both the earth and solar-earth heat pump 
systems. The simulation results indicate that the earth-source/ 
sink heat pumps operate at a relatively constant coefficient of per-
~---.... ~~ .. -;.-.. ~,~-~"·""'~-···""'-~~ ... -- ............ ~~~---.----........---... ~~ 
formance and consume less electrical energy to perform the same duties 
----~"_ ...... __ ....,__.,. 
required from an air-to-air heat pump. This is especially true for 
winter operations as demonstrated by the results of Table IX. It 
' ,_ 
should be noticed that throughout the winter simulation period, 
neitherofthe earth coupled heat pump systems required resistance 
heat although the outdoor temperatures were in the low teens for long 
76 
durations. Because of the relatively constant coefficient of per-
formances, lower energy consumption, and the possibility of very low 
backup resistance heat requirement, it can be concluded that earth 
source heat pumps would prove to be very helpful in reducing the load 
peaking problems of the electric utility companies. 
Neither the summer or the winter simulation results showed the 
anticipated advantages of the solar loop in the solar-earth heat pump 
system. However, the available recorded winter data for the middle 
house indicate that the solar loop can be of a great help in maintain-
ing the well water temperatures at a level much above freezing during 
very cold sunny days. No definite conclusion can be made regarding 
the summer performance of the solar loop. 
It should be noted that all the conclusions made regarding the 
efficiency and power consumption of the heat pump units do not take 
into consideration the difference in the rated capacities and designs 
of the heat pump equipments. 
77 
Some suggestions regarding further work on this project are listed 
in the following: 
1. Currently, the well inlet and outlet temperatures are measured 
across the heat pump. This arrangement does not allow the ef-
fect of the solar loop heat exchange on the water entering the 
well to be seen. The suggestion is to measure the well inlet 
temperature downstream of the solar loop. 
2. More study of the summer data of the middle house is needed in 
order to determine the extent of summer solar assist. 
3. Multiple-well arrangement should be studied and compared to the 
solar loop in the earth coupled heat pump system. 
4. Economic study should be performed in order to determine 
the economic feasibility of the inclusion of the solar 
lqop in the earth coupled heat pump system. 
5. If possible, the telephone link with data logger should be 
connected to the computer for short period (few days) data 
file creation. This might prove helpful in monitoring 
and presention of the measured data graphically. 
6. It is strongly suggested that more frequent communications 
be made with the Perkins houses occupants regarding daily 
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APPENDIX A · 
PHYSICAL DATA, DIMENSIONS, AND 
PERFORMANCE DATA FOR THE 
. HEAT PUMP UNITS 
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Air Qty (cfml 
Motor Hp 
Motor Rpm 
COIL (Typel i 
Number I 
Fins/in. , 







020 ? OV 
160 I 166 
. 38CQ: 














Propeller-Type, Direct Drive 
Vertical 
2600 ! 2800 I 2800 
1/4 ' 1/4 ' 1/4 























A l 2-10-1/4 
B I 1-10 




Compatible Fitting (Suction) & Flare (Liqu1dl 
5/8 3/4 
3/8 
"The 38CQ contains correct operaung charge for complete system when connected to 
40FS/28HQ.VQ.; 40AQ or 40DQ indoor units with 25 h or less oi tubing of recommended 
diameter. Charge adjustment may be required for mix-matches. See Installation. Start-
Up and Service Instructions for details. 
MODEL 40AS,AQ 018 024 030 036 
OPERATING WT (lb) 
Standard Unit 69 83 100 114 
Bare Box AQ 59 78 96 110 
REFRIGERANT 22 
Refrig Control Bypass AccuRater™ 
FAN Centrifugal - Direct Drive 
Rpm, 60-Hz 950/850/750 
Air Discharge Upflow, Horizonta 1 • or Downflow 
Range Cfm 450-600 1600-10001750-12501900-1500 
PSC Motor Hp 1/8 1/4 1/3 1/3 
COIL (Rows ... Fins/in.) 3 ... 13 
Face Area (sq ft) 1.64 I 2.02 I 2.52 I 3.16 
DIMENSIONS (ft-in.) 
11-2-3/8 
I I Length A 1-0-3/16 11-5-1/4 1-9 
Width B l-9-1 /2 
Height c 2-9-1 /4 I 3-2-318 I 3-4-11 I 1 6 I 3-6 
DUCT INLET (ft-in.) ! 
11-2-11/161 D 0-9-718 I 1-0-1 /8 1-6-3/8 
E 1-6-3/ 4 
DUCT OUTLET jft-in.} 
0-9-13/1611-0-1/16 I 1-2-15/161 F 1-6-5/8 
G 0-9-11 / l 6 
CONNECTIONS (in.) I I I Suction ODFt H 5/8 518 3/4 314 
Liquid ODFt J 318 
Condensate, FPT 3/4 
FILTER:): (1) Permanent. 1 -in. thick 
85 
Carrier 38CQ015/40AQ018 Air-to~Air Heat Pump Heating and Cooling Performance 
INTEGRATED HEATING CAPACITIES* 
-~---~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
I I OU~~l~OR IN~N~~R ~--l9-[_0_!-;~M~-~:~h~~r~o~-f~)~R~4G_~~T~~-~~!Nl~-~E~~~-~~~~~-
' ICap.jKwlCop.IKw Cop-:fKw;Cap. Kw'Cop.lKw:Cap.iKw1Cap.iKw Cop.lKw.Cap.!Kw,Cap. Kw1Cop.:Kw 
38CQ01_5 -~Q~9Q!__8 _ --~~:~-l~:_~l-~~~~~_7-0_~_c __§_,~, 1_7 9 C; l ~Q_J!2._j_'._J_.~n::~J.I 6.Sj?:~!_!.:2_l2 .1i20. S .2:_?_g_4 .0 i2 .2 -





emp (F) Air Ent Indoor Unit - Cfm/BF 
),ir Ent 515/.10 . '.575/:~_1 . 645/.12 
•utdoor Indoor Unit Ent Air Temp - Ewb (F) 
Unit 72 : 67 i 62 :.72 ! 67. 62 72 I 67 i 62 
TC 16.5'15.6114.7 16.4115.6 14.9 16.5! 15.7! 15.2 
"·#" 5 14.3 8.7111.9114 8 85 SHC 8.4! 11.1; 13.7 KW 2.08; 2.03 ' 1.98 2:!o -~-3.:_CE_ 2.14; 2.1~1 2.01 16.4 ·15.51144 16.61136, 14.7 
8.6 11.9114.2 8.9, 124i 14.6 E.112 20+2:1.•i 3 30+2 24 ~1.9_ 16.3 ,5_1 14.1 16.4: 1rn 14.4 
8.7 11.s 113.9 9.0 1 12.3 i 144 
2.33 2.26I21s1 2.30 i 2.31 , 2.25 
'""""""-:;.- - • - .-:c-=.-4 --, -,__-=-----:--=:~~ I lti.l ! 14./ - lJ.41lti.L+'14.1::! 11:::Llj . -·- _ ·---, 
105: SHC ~ 8.5. 11.1 13.1 I· 8.8 11.6113.61 9.1 :_, 12.3 I 14.1 
I KW I 2.38 2.28 2.20J 2.41 2.3n 2.25j 2.46 I 2.371 2.31 
-~.TclT5.ifT4.o12.8 15.9 14.1 13-:-11if1T14_3fljA 
115 SHC 8.5!10.8 12.71s_.9111.413119.31121!13.5 
. KW 2.53 1 240 2.30 2.58 _2.44 2.36 1 2.61 I 249 1 2.42 
Cap. -Capacity (1000 l:Jtul\), 1nclud1:s fan mut<1r ht~dt on:l <.Jt:Lluct1011 
for tl-.errrwl l111e lu;ses uf 15 It ot pip111~ e;cposdJ Ill outdoor 
cond1t1u11s. 
Kw - Power input includ~s crnnprc:ssur motor puwur 111put.1nduw and 
outdoor fon rno1ur input. 
'l111ewated Heatinn Cdpac1tu:s -Value:; shown 1dlecl a capacity reduc-
lion ill thos<e outdoor air 1e111peralllres ill wl11ch !1 o>I to11ns on Otl!cloor 
cuil 
HEATING CAPACITY CORRECTION FACTORS 
.---------!~--------f·--------- ----------·_---·_-------' CFM/TON' CORRECTION TEMP AIR CORRECTION 
; ENT INDOOR FACTORS ENT INDOOR FACTORS ~-~~!_L ___ 3ii"="<rP~w~r COIL {fl (;;~:-- -p~~i;-
400 98 .99 65 1.02 .99 
_;~g ___ : ·g2 . -~ ~1- ------~~ - __ 1 ~8 -: :g! 
'Determine cfm/ton from Combination Ratin\l tables. 
COMBINATION RATING NOTES 
1. Direct interpolation is permissible. Do not extrapolate. 
2. SHC is based on 80 F db temperature of air entering indcor unit. 
Below 80 F db, subtract (corr factor x cfm) from .SHC . 
>Above 80 F db, .add (corr factor x cfm) to SHC . 
...... ~ .;._"·-~~ --~-~. . ....... ,. .. --· ··--· ~-"''• .. ~ ,; ~- .. ' ~,-~ ........... .... 
ENTERING AIR DRY-BULB TEMP {F) 
BYPASS 
FACTOR 
7911_ _ 70 I 7: I 76 [ 7_ 5 I under 76 





.98 I 1.96 
1
1 2.94 I 3 92 
.87 1.74 2.62 349 
.76 1.53 2.29 3.05 




Correction Factor = 1.09 x (1 - BF) x (db - 80) 
Use formula 
shown below . 
co 
°' 
Command-Aire SWP-150 Water-to-Air Heat Pump Physical Data and Dimensions 
MODEL: SWP 150 . 
Capacities at ARI COOLING 19,500 
Standard Conditions EER 8.6 
HEATING (SWP only) 28,000 
COP 3.3 
BLOWER: Centrifugal Dia. & Width 9x7 
Direct Drive CFM Range 450-750 
MOTOR: HP 1/8 
RPM 1075 
COIL: Plate Fin Fins per Inch 13 
Rows 3 
Face Area ft.• 1.56 
FILTER: Throw Away 14V2xl71/. (1'' thick) SIZE 
OPERATING WEIGHT 200 
SHIPPING WEIGHT 210 
HEAT EXCHANGER: Tube and shell, 3/ 4'' Finned Copper Tube, Hydrostatic pressure-tested to 2250 lbs. I 
BLOWER PERFORMANCE 
WATER PRESSURE DROP 
THRU HEATEXCHANGER 
MODEL: Actual CFM /External Static Pressure GPM/ t.P, PSI 
150 800/ .15
 600/ .49 400/.67 5.0/1.7 4.0/1.2 3.0/ .75 
700/ .35 500/. 59 
00 
-...J 
Command-Aire SWP-150 Water-to-Air Heat,Pump.Heating and Cooling Performance 





Air Volume Factor - Cooling 
CFM qoo 
TOT COOL /lo HT A EJ MBH 0 92 
SENS! BLE COOLING MBH 0.83 
COMPRE:SSOR INPUT KW 0.97 
150 
600 CFM 
00° ENT. OB TEMP. 
630 
TOTAL I SENSIBLE MBH 17.0 / 14.9 
COMPRESSOR INPUT KW 2.31 
HEAT REJECTED MBH 25.6 
TOTAL I SENSIBLE MBH 15.9 / 14.4 
CCMPF-\ESSOR INPUT KW 2.46 
HEAT REJECTED MBH 25.0 
TOTAL I SENSISLE MBH 14.9 / 14.0 
COMPHESSOR INPUT KW 2.62 
HEAT AEjECTEO MBH 24.5 
~00 600 700 600 
0.97 1.00 1.03 I 05 
0.92 1.00 1.07 1.14 
0.99 I.CO 1.01 1.02 
S'/'/ - S\JVP 
S'1VH - S'!iPH 
EN'rERING AIA WET BULB TEMP. 
3 GPM 4GPM 
67° 710 63° 67° ':110 
18.0/ 12.7 19.2 / 10.4 18.2 / 15.4 19.5/ 13.2 20.S / 10.8 
2.« 2.56 2.1,'l 2.23 2.33 
' 27 0 28 6 26.1 27.8 29.4 
17.0 / 12.J l.7.9 / 9.9 17.l / 14.9 18.4/ 12.8 19.7 / 10.6 
2.58 2.70 2.27 2.33 2.48 
26.5 27.8 25.5 27.2 238 
158 I 11.8 16.6/93 16.I / 14 5 17.2 I 12.J 18.4/ 10.1 
2.74 2.86 2.43 2.55 2.65 
25.8 27.0 25.1 26.6 20.1 
Air Volume Factor - Heating 
CFM 
TOTAL HEATING MBH 
HEATEXTAACTEDMBH--





19.0/ 15.6 20.4i 13.6 
2.04 2.11 
26.6 7.8.J 
18.0 I 15.2 19.4 / 13.2 
2.16 2.27 
26.1 27.8 





Sensible Cooling Fodor for Other Dry Bulb Temps. 









21.B I 11 .J 
2.19 
30.0 
20.7 I 10.9 
2.35 
29.4 







Heating Performance 150 
EN r £ R! NG tl!R DRY !lULB TEMP. 
EWT 
600 CFM 
3 QPM c GPM I 5 GPM 
60? 70° 80° ....... :~ 00° :o'- 80° 
TOTAL,_!:l!AT!NG_~~li___ . 210_ -~L- .1.'.!ll __ 24_.1_. _2.l&.:_ 
so0 !:'~2._f'.:..A~~EOMSH __ -~~-- -~~ 13~-- ~6~ ;5.~ 
COMPRESSOR !NPUT. KW 1.87 1.93 2.2·5 2.39 
TOT A_L_H_E_~~ MB.!!.._ 26 .z_ 
10° HEAT EXTRr.cr~c MBH 19.0 18.0 17.4 
COM'PR£sso'RIN"Pur·KW' 2.1-;-1 u5 
--i~~~~-t-~~~-+~--~--;~~~~ ...... ~~~ 
TOH.L HEATING M8i< I 26.4 
SO" HEATEXTRACTin-:v.·aH ·r20,o- 19.3 




APPENDIX B · 
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INPUT LIST AND FORMAT 
User's input to LDSIM simulation program is in the NAMELIST 
format. The input variables are: 
/INPT/ 
!HOUSE - Index identifying the house to be simulated 
= 1 (East House) 
= 2 (Middle House) 
= 3 (West House) 
MONTHS The month in which simulation is to be performed 
MDAYl - The first day of simulation 
MDAY2 - The last day of simulation 
NPRT - Type of output described 
(a) NPRT O •.. Total load for each day 
(b) NPRT = 1 .•• a above, plus hour by hour load for 
each day 
(c) NPRT = 2 ••• b above, plus atmospheric dry bulb, 
wet bulb, humidity differences, sensible, 
latent and total loads. 
90 
(d) NPRT = 3 •.• c above plus individual contributions 
(e) NPRT = 4 ••• d above, plus sol-air temp., heat gain 
through each surface 
Note: When NPRT>2 the output will be very large for periods 
greater than one day. 
INWRIT - Index for writing input data 
= 0 (input data will not be written) 
91 
= 1 (input data will be written) 
PRNT - Index for writing loads into the link file 
0 (loads will not be output to link file) 
l (loads will be output to link file) 
/NAM4/ 
NPN - Number of people in the house during nighttime 
NPD - Number of people in the house during daytime 
CFMN (Infiltration and ventilation) in CFM During nighttime 
CFMD - (Infiltration and ventilation) in CFM during daytime 
OFST - Daytime starting hour (e.g. OFST = 8.0) 
OFCT - Nighttime starting hour (e.g. OFCT = 17 .0) 
/NAMS/ 
QOTSN - Sensible heat loads (e.g., appliances) during nighttime, 
(Btu/hr) 
QOTSD - Sensible heat loads (e.g., appliances) during daytime, 
(Btu/hr) 
QOTLN Latent heat loads (e.g.' appliances) during nighttime, 
(Btu/hr) 
QOTLD - Latent heat loads (e.g.' appliances) during daytime, 
(Btu/hr) 
QFLD - Flourescent lights during daytime, KW 
/NAM6/ 
QFLN - Flourescent lights during nighttime, KW 
QTLN - Tungsten lights during nighttime, KW 
QTLD - Tungsten lights during daytime, KW 
TROOM - Room design temperature, F 
NHTX - Index for calling HEATX subroutine 
(a) NHTX = 0 ..• No call 
(b) NHTX 1 ••. Call HEATX 
IHTG - Index for input sensible heat generation 
/NAM7/ 
(a) IHTG 0 •.• sensible heat loads are read from 
measured data. Values in NAMS and NAM6 
will not be used in the program 
(b) IHTG = 1 ... the user must input values of vari-
ables in NAMS and NAM6 
92 
ERMAX - Maximum capacity of heating/cooling equipment, Btu/hr 
(negative for heating and positive for cooling) 
ERMIN - Minimum capacity of heating/cooling equipment, Btu/hr 
(negative for heating and positive for cooling) 
FLAREA- Total floor area of the building, ft 2 
TH RANG- Thermostat range - the dead band, F 
/NAMS/ 
THSETD - Thermostat set temperature during daytime, F 
THSETN - Thermostat set temperature during nighttime, F 
THTIMD - Thermostat set time in the daytime (THTIMD = OFST-1) 
THTIMN Thermostat set time in the nighttime (THTIMN OFCT) 
Note: Other input values concerning building geometry, 
tr.ans fer function coefficients, latitude, longitude, 
etc. are stored in three files, one for each house. 




These data will be automatically read from the respective files 
according to the house index specified in the input list. 
LDSIM PROGRAM LISTING 
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HOURLY •E~THER ll'f-C.l::llATIC1' 
THIS PROGRAM SIMULATES Tt-f WHOLE p.f::R l.:JL> HOliR OY HOUR 
.... ~ 
INTEGER FLUX 
Rf.AL* d ORir:t\T oZORNT 
COMMON/SO:..!/ ATCE:241,SOL11(24),XIU(241oXl1JHV(241oXIH241 
C(JµMON/SOL2/ XLATR,EPl',PSIR oOLl.JNG. IDM 1 
CO'~MON/SQ_3/ SH( 241 0 CH{24>.Cl(24l oCT(241 oCl:oRTD 
CCMMCl\/aLOCKI /I !No!OT,llC,l\PRT. INlllRIT .TRuc·~.OFSToOFCT,CPMt),XKT,XLF. 
& !NIT oIMHX,MOl\lH.IOAY"' 
CC,MMLN/ ELOCK2/0'TCT AL: ~4), PF.NT, 1 HO u SE 
0 I MENS I ON ? HO ( 2 4 I , R '1 I ( 2 4 I , H 0: 2 4 I , 11111 ( 24 I , AT V. [l I ( 2 4 I 
JIMENSICN AT\li8(24 ), DATR( 24 ),.U: 24 >.A;..PAJ (8), TAUJ( 81 
vl MENS I Ch SHGF ( 2 4 l , QE 11 ( 24 l , T;;" ( 24 I , T Sid<( l ll , 1+ 8 l, BT (7 ) , DT ( 7 l 
U!llENSIO'I UE\liR( 10o431o055W(43lo..l5SWK('>8l •QED(241,QSIOR(2<l-I 
DIMENSICN QFLS(4'l). HLs:24),..lPPs:24J ,QPPL:2<; ),QOTHS( 24) ,QOTHL: 241. 
* QlliS(241,QIVL(241o0301241,Q.:H(24) 0 03~(48l 0 035(24J 
DIMENSICN SGV(121.CwRv: 12),W,_v: 121,HGEPR'l(l21,RTFwl 121 
L>l MENSI ON Q SFw ( 4 8 l , U3 7 ( 4 8 l, 03 3 ( 1+8 I 003'1 ( 4 5 I , QTS HL ( 24 I 
::>I MENSI ON CRATFG( 121oC<'ATFP(12 l ,NDYM:l 31 
DIMENSION Zl>'RL(lOlolWRW(ll)J,·l .. D·:lOl,ZAW( lOloZEPR( IO)oZ"SIR(IO), 
I ZH 0( 1 •J, 24) , ZH I ( 1 0 ,2 4 I olt<CG ( l J l o ZALP ( l 0 l, ZE FS WR (I 0 J, ZS CG ( 10 l, 
2ZU "R ·\ ( l 0 I 1 Z UW ( I 0 I 1Z UD ( 1 () l , Z O;<!N T ( l vi ~b Tl 1 .) , 7 I o l UwRT ( l 0 I , 
3ZD T (I 0, 7), Z AWR ( l 0 I , ZX Id ( I 0, 2 .. I , ZCNS ( I 0 lo ZCN ST; l 0 I 
~<4MEL!ST l°INPT/lhOUSEoMqN1HSo14DAY!,MtJAY2oNPRlolN\\RIT,PRNT 
"lA MEL IS T l°tlAMl / NWAR, MC, )(LAT o ACL ONG, ST-ONG, XL F 








/NAM4/NPN. NDD ,CF'IN ,CF'.ID. o= s T oOFCT 
/NAMS/QOTSNoOCTSD,QDTLNoOOflD1UFLt) 
/NAM6/QF LI\ ,QT LI\. OTLD, T i::ooi.i, NHT x. I 1-T G 
0 Cl49 DATA SGV/0• 27 27,-0. 3 40•lo •lo 11690 -J• Oil b4 oOo 2217 ,..:.0033 54 oOo 1443, 
0050 • -o.012a,J.215s,-o.3712,o.1130,-o.0100/ 
0051 DATA CWRV/Oo6S82,-1.2c11,o.6Sl7,-o.1150,o,710a,-1.~455,o.953,, 
0052 • -o.21oa,o.1055,-1.:seta, 1.137a,-.:i.coc;8/ 




















DATA HGEP~ V /0e32e11- Oe42 671 01 15 24 ,-O • 0 0761 o. 2574 1-0e 4 03 6 1 Qe1830, 
• - o. o 1 0 3, o • 2 so 3 , -o. 4 .- 4 o , o. 2 2 s:., - o. 02 45' 
';)A TA R TF'W/ 0 • 0 00 ,-1•8260 '1 o 06 97 , -0 o 2D 05 ,o oO 00 ,-2 .1 092, 1o46 06, 
• -0.3331,0.000,-2.2901:, 1.1252,-0. 4277/ 
DATA CRATFG.11.13,-3.50,2.22.-o.45,1.0a.-4.22,3.oa,-o.14,1e89, 
• -•.s5,3·.6t .--o. <;!:1 
DAT A C RATF P/ I oOO 0, -1 e f260, le <.16 97,- Oe 20 0 5 1 le 0 00 ,-2. I 092, le 460 I.., 
* -0.3331,1. ooo,-2.29oe, 1.12s?, -o.4277/ 
COEFfICIE~lS FOR REGULAR OS SH~ET <>LASS 
DATA ALPAJ/Oe011541e776741-3a9465718057881o-8e38135,3e011881Je1Jo/ 
DATA TAUJ/-Oe0088512e712351-Jo6206L-7e07329,c;.75995,-3.~9922,o.o, 
OC68 * OeO/ 
0.069 c 
0070 UATA NAl1NSCfu~ONTHl1MOhTH2/5101 l1l/ 
0071 DATA NO~~/ l132,6119211221153ol8312l4,2451275130613361366/ 
0072 c 
0073 10 FOl'MAT(IX l 
<)074 20 FORMAT(/! 


































40 FORl"AH56X, 'LCAD CAL CUL AT IONS' I 
~O FORMAT(48X,35('*'11 
70 FORMAT( 3( 2X,8(5X • 12 .2x.F5e l ..... ll 
EO FORMAT( sx.•sCLAR INCIOEl\l ENERG'I' °" SURFACE 1 12X1A9.2X, 'IN t3TU/HR-
•FT••2• l 
c;o FORllAT( 5x.•scL-AIF; TEl~PERATJRE FOR s..iRFACE•.2x.Ae,2x,•1N F'l 
100 FORMAT( 5X1'50..AR HEAT Gl\IN FACTOR l'OR •INOOw ON SJRFACE'12l(oA812X 
*•' lN t3TU/HR-FT••2' I 
110 FORMAT( sx,•SCL-AIR TEMPERATJRE FOR WINDOW ON SURFACE 1 .2x.40,2x. 
*'IN F'l 
120 FORMAT( 5)(, •t-EAT GAIN Tt-<RGUG-t SURFACE•.2x,Aa,• I" 9TU/-1R AREA= 
• • • Fa. o. 1 x, • ~ c. F T. • 1 
i;:o FOPMAT( 3( 4X,8( 2X 1 l212X1F80 011/l I 
150 FORMAT( 5(1 't·EAT GAIN Tt-<~OUGH #lNDUW ON SUFFACE 1 ,2X1A81' IN 3TU/HR 
* AREA= •,Fo.1.• SC.FT. 1 )" 
l~O FO"MAT( sx, 'HEAT GAIN THOCUG-t OOOR ON SURFACE' ,2x,Ae,5x,•AREA=•' 
*Fbel1'FT••2•,2x.•1N BTU/HR') 
180 FORMAT( 52X,'1NST SEN51BLE H:::AT GAIN (t3TU/HRl 1 1 
191) FORMAT{ l;)X,•TIME•,3x,•ON-OFF LIGHTS•,4x,•cN LIGHTS•,6x,•PEOPLE 1 t 
* 9X .. EQUIPMEl\T'oEX.'l1'FL&VENT'. 7x,• SURFACES•. l3X1 •TOTAL'I 
200 FOF:MllT( 1JK1I~tlX1cE15o~. ElS.41 
21() FORMAT( 52X,•LA1ENT t-EAT LOADS (tlTU/t-Rl'l 
220 FOPMAT( 1ox,. TIME' .sx.• PEOPL:::' ,9x, •E OUIPMENT' 16X1' (NFL&VENT', l()X. 
* 'TOTAL' I 
220 FORMATl IOXtI3,lJ<13El5o41El8o~I 
24() FOF'MAT( 35X, 'SENSIBLE COOLIN;; LOAD CO"IPONENTS OUE TO VARIOUS HEAT 
•GAll\5 (BTU/HR)• l 
2:0 FORMAT( lJX •'TI~E· ,:x.•INSTAN°T'15X,'LIGHTS ON OFF•,sx,•SURFACES' 
* ,sx. •PEOPLE&EQUIP•, 5x, •wINDJWS UNSH•,7x,•TOTAL'l 
2~0 FORMAT{ lOX,14 ,5E15e41El8e41 
270 FOl'MAT( 48)(,•TQTAL COCLING/H::: .. TIN.; LOAU {8TU/HRl 1 1 
280 FORMAT( lJX,•TIME•,sx.•os TE·>IP•,3x,•ws TEMP 1 ,3X, 'HUM OlF'tlOX, 








2'i0 FORMAT( lOX.I4.2F10. l•Fl3o6•3E20.51 
300 FORMATt1ox. •THE TOTAL LOAD FCJ< THE llHOLE OA'(•,Is,• OF MONT-1•.15. 
0 112 c 
0 113 c 
0 114 c 
0115 c 
011 f c 
0 11 7 c 
0118 c 
0119• c 


















































( lllODLE HCIJSEI 
( llES T liOUSE l 
READ{ s. IN"T I 
RT0:57e 29578 
MONTH l=MO'l THS 
MONTH=MCNT HS 
J 1 N=S 
10T=6 





XKT = OeO 
XLAT=36e0 
STLONG= 90• 0 
ACLCNG=97e0 
PB =14e 6'i6 
DLONG=( sr_JNG-ACLON:> 1/15. 0 
REACCIHOUSE.~AMll 
lf(lN~RlToLEoOI GC TC 310 
lllRITEI IOT,301 
WR l TE ( IC T 1 NA IH I 
MDA'l'=l 
NCHECK='i6*( lOIOAY2-°"DAYl I 
lf(MDA'l'loEOe191 GO TO 320 
KDA'l'=MDAVl-1 
00 3131 I=l e 18000 
REA0(4,2)MOAY1MH~.MIN 
FORMAT( SIC, I 2, 6X1I2, 6X1l 21 /////) 
IF(MOAYoGloMOAYI) ·GO TO 919 
IF(MOAYoEOoKOAYoAN00MHRoE012~1AN00MlNoE00451 GO TO 320 
CONTINUE 
XLA TR= XL.AT I EiTD 






















0 17 1 342 
0172 















































UioRA =Oo 0 
Ulrl=O•oJ 
UO =0•0 






R E40( I HOUSE oNAM 3 I 
IF(INWRIT.LEoOI GO TC 344 
wR I TE ( I 0 To 2 0 l 
WP ITE( IOTt "IAM21 
wRITE(IGT,201 
'aRITE( IOT,NA~3l 
ZlllFLl NS I " WRL 
ZWl<1'( NSJ = .. R'a 
ZAO(NSl = AD 
ZAW(N51 = AW 
ZEPRI NSI = EFSIL"/RTO 
ZP51'1(NSI = PSI/RTD 
ZROG(NSI = ROG 
Zl\LP( NSI = ALRi'oF 
ZEPSWR("SI ~ EPSWR 
ZSCG(NSI = SCG 
ZUWRA(NSI = l;llo"t4 
ZUW (NS) = Uli 
ZUD(NSI = UD 
ZORNT(NSl = ORIENT 
ZAWR(NS I = (WRL*ioR\11 I-AO-AW 
XK 1 =XKT+ ( ZA Ill' (NS l*UliRA I+ I AD•JD I H Alll*u" I 
UP = Uw'l4/JliiPT 
ZCNStNSI =o.o 
DC .346 l=l •7 
Z8T(NSolj=8T( ll*UR 
ZD T( NS t 11 =D T( 11 










13 =I+ 3 
IJ=I 
DO .3$0 J=l o 1.3 
SGV( I JI :SGV ( J l*FCl 
CWRV(IJl=CliiRV(Jl*FC2 
HGLV( IJ l=HGLV (JI •FC3 
HGEPRV( l~=HGEPRV(Jl*FC4 




ooo 0000001111 11111122 2 22222223333333333444 44444445E5555555566bo606;.b1> 77777777778 
123456 7 8 901234557 89 Ol 2 3456 7690 123456769012 34 5671l'i012 34 567 89 01 234567690123456789 0 
0220 350 
0.<21 




























1FO•DAY2•'-Ee0) IFLAGC= l 
IF ( folDAYt.eu.1.Al\C.MDAY2.ea.1) MONTH2=MONT!--l 
IF (MDAY2._ Te1) ... DAY2=1 
lF(MDAY1.NE.MtAY21 MCNTH2=MJNTH1 
lF(lFLAGDoEOoll MDAY2=32 
l F ( MONTH2aL T aKlN TH 1 I MONTH 2=~0NTH 1 







QFLD= Oo 0 
OTLN=JaO 
QT LD=Oa 0 
OFST=BaO 
OFCT= 1 7 oO 
IENERG=O 
READ( 5, NA~ 4) 
RE AD( 5, "AMS I 
READ( 5, l\AM6) 
IF( lNlllRlTaLEaOI (Q TO 410 
11111"1 TEO CT,20) 
wF>ITE( 1QT,NAM4) 



























WR I TE ( l CT, 4 0 l 
WP lTE{ IOT, 50 I 
DC 405 "5=1 ,,..WAR 
ZCNSTCNSl=ZC"SINSl•T~CCM 
405 CONTINUE 
NOfol.lt=NDY..-( MCl\lH+l 1-NDYM{MONTH) 
1F(MOAY2oGT,NOMMI ... OAY2:1'DMl4 















OD 431 lJI =l o4 
NKOUNT=NK:JUNT+l 
REAOl4oll MOAY1KTOUT1KRHC,KRHE1KRHW,KRHM,KFLUX,KETJT,KWTOT1KMTOT, 






















































&3 ( 11,X t I 4 lo 20 X, 14• /o 3X, I4t 2( 4X, 14 I, 8Xo 3: 4X, l 4 l , /, 7 X o5 { 4X, I 41 , /, 
&23Xo5(4Xol4 l I 
ITDB= I TDB+K TO l.. T 
IWV=IWV+K•V 
lRHC=lRHC•KRHC 
IF(KFLUX._E.1 l KFLUX=O 
FLUX:FLUX+KFLUX 
lF(MOAYoGTolDAYMoAl'<Oo"KGU"T•LT,:;61 GU lO 939 
lF(IHOUSEeGTell GO TO 301 
lf..Hl=IRHl+Kr..1-E 
ITUSE=l TUSE +KETOl 
I CRES= ICRES +KERES+KECC:f1 
lWHTR=lWHTR+KEWHT 
lHSF=IHSF•KEHSH+KEFAN+KEOFA 






802 IF ( IHCUSE, L Te3) GO TO 431 
lRHl=!Rhl>KRH'~ 
ITUSE= l TUSE +K WT OT 
lCRES=lCR~S+KMRES+KWCCM 
1'11HTR= I WHfR +-KIWI HT 
IHSF= lHSF+KWHSH 
4:?1 CONTINUE 
IF:IHTGeEOoll GO TO E37 
00 THS (I I =3o 41215* ( 24. O* I TUSE-J. 72 • ICRES-0.9• lw HT R-o. 24• IHSF I 
HO: I l=2e2+o1V( I l•(Oe32+0oOOl#lllV( 11 l 
AT~B(ll=(ITOB/4.0l*J,IB+32o0 
C!HOl 11= lRH0/4000 0 
lF CRHCI lleGT.1.0 l RHO{! l=IRH0/4000.0 
IF(RHQ( 11.GToloOl R'iCU l=loO· 
RH! ( 11= IRHl/400• 0 
IF (RH I ( I >•GT• Io 0 l RH I (I l = l RH I/ 4 00 0 oO 
IF(RHl(IloGToloOl RHI(l):loO 
SOLH(! l=Oo2!:*A..U~/2o7'>4'>8 
OATR(l l =ATOE( 11-HGOM 
CALL XMOISTl ATDB( 11 t"T"B( I l t~-IU(l I ,2,?B,HAIR,\llSAT oWAlPO,TWALL I 
CALL .<MOIST ( TROOM, ATW EI { I I, RH I ( 1 I , 2, P:J, HA!F" WSA T, W4' IR I, TWAL ... I 
0\11( I l =IOAIRO-!oAI RI 
OSSii':l(Nl-l=(),O 
ass w: NH I =O. 0 








00 44J NS= 1 eNWAR 
EPR:ZEPR(NSI 
PSIR=ZPSIR( NSI 
CALL SOLARI ICAYY l 
































ZHO(NSo ll=HOt II 
ZHIINSe ll=H I 
ZXNl(NS1ll=Hl/(Hl•HO(lll 
lF(ZAW( ... SleLEeO•OI GO TO 452 
ALPAD=ALPAJ (1 I 
TAUIP' TAUJt 11 
DV'°'=l •0 
00 454 J"a 1 NAT 
UUM=DUM •CT ( I I 
ALPAD:ALPAO+(-LP•J(Jl*DVMI 
TAUD=TAUOH TAUJ( Jl*DU~I 
CONTINUE 
SAL PA J=Oa J 
STAUJ= Oo 0 
.>O 456 J=l I NAT 




SHGTC=l XIO( II HAUD l+(XIDHV[ II*'• Ot<STAUJI 
SHGAC: ( X l D ( 11 *ALF AD I + l XI D HI/ ( l I *2• 0 *SA. PAJ I 
ALPAW=OoO 
lF(ShGACoc.E.o.o.oR.x 11: l laLEaOaOI uO TO 4f8 
ALPAW=SHGAC/XIT(ll 
EMElli=ALPAlii 
0354 SHGF(ll = St-<GTC+ZXNl(l\S,l)*SHGAC 





























SOL-AIR TEM~EFAT~RE C~LCULATIONS 
T SW (I I= llTDB (I I+ ( ~LPAW 4X IT t I I' Z HO( NS, I I I- ( E~ EW•20a O•C E /Z HO( NS• I l I 
TS WR( NS o l HI =A TD8 (I I+ ( 2 ALP (NS l *>I: IT ( 11 / Z HO (NS, 11 l- ( ZEPSWR (NS) •20 • O* 
$CE/ ZHO (NS, I l I 
CONT lNUE 
IF( IN! To~T. 01 GC TO 460 
00 49-l l=l. 24 
IH=l+24 
llEWR(NS,l l 




00 !;00 K=25o48 
OEWRT=Z6T(NS,1)*TSWR(N51KI 
DO 502 J=2, 7 
JJ = K+l-J 
OEWRT = (ZtH("S· Jl•TSlliR(NSoJJ) l-(ZOT (NS • .JI •OEWR(NS,J.J ll+aew;r 
CONTINUE 




QEWfi(NS1Il = ZAWF(NSl*OE11iR(1':;,1HI 
QEC(ll=ZA~(NSJ•ZUD(NSlt<(TSW~(NSolHl-TROOMI 
QSWR( I l=OEWfHNS, ll+OEC( I I +OE"( 11 
QSS•R<IHI = CSS•RllHl+OS•~(ll 
TSWR(NS1 ll=TSloR( "S,!Hl 
99 





































lF(lAW(l\SleLE.o.o.o.~.2scG:NShLTe0e91 ..;o 10 520 
NSCG=I 
00 ~30 1:1,24 
JH=J+24 
QSSlo(IHI = CSSIO(lHHGEW(ll 
CONTINUE 
IF ( l\Pf<T •LT• 4 I G C T 0 54 5 
WR l TE ( l 0 T , 2 0 I 
IF ( ZALP(NS I eLE, 0 ,o I GO TO 535 
wRl TE( ICT,801 
wolTE( IOT,701 
WR l TE ( l OT, I 0 I 
ZCRNTC~SI 
( ( I , X I T ( I I , l =" , 2 4, 3 I , N= l , 3 I 
WR !TE( IOT,90) ZCl'.NT(l\51 
"'RITE(I0Tt701 ((I,TSwP.(NS;IJ,l=N,24,3),N=l,31 
lF(Z4W(l\SleLEe0•01 GC TO 53~ 
ws; I TE ( 10 T, 2 0 I 
•RITE( ICTtl 00 I ZCRNT CNS I 
WR I TE ( l 0 T, 7 0 I ( ( l , SHGF ( l I , l zN ,24, 31 ,N:l , 3 I 
WIHTE( lOT, 20 I 
WRITEClCT.1101 ZCl'l\TC~SI 
WR l lE C I OT, 7 0 I C ( l , TS YI C I I , l =N, 2 4, 3 I, N= 1 , 3 I 
wJ; ITE(lCTt 20 I 
WPlTE(IOT,)201 ZCJ;NT(NSl1ZAWRCNSI 
WP I TE ( I 0 T, I :'! 0 I ( ( I , Q E l>R ( NS, 1 I , I = N ,2 4, 31 , I\= 1 , 31 
lF(Z4w(NSloLE.OoOI GC TO 540 
.iR l Teel 01,2 01 
•IO lTE( IOT, 150 I ZOR"T:N.51 oZAOI( NSI 
wRITE{lOTtl 30 I l C I , C EW I I I , I= N, 2 4, 3 J, N: I, :3 I 
lF(ZA.0(11.Sl,LfoO,OI GC TO ~4~ 
lllRITEOOT,201 
WRITEllOT,1601 · ZCl'l\T(NSJ oZAQ{NS I 
OIPITECIOT,1301 :tI,QED(lltl=N,241311N=l,31 
•)417 
o 41 e. 


























C CALCULATION OF t1EAT GAit. DUE TC PEOPLE, LIGHTS, OTHER EOUIP'4ENT, 
C VENTlLA.TION AN> ll'l'lLTRATICN 
c 










IF( lHfG,EOo l I GC TO 647 
lFCXleGToJFSToANOeXloLEeOFCTI GD TO c47 






0440 647 lF(l<loLEoJFST. OqoXIeGT.OFCTI GU TO 610 
,) 441 c 


















JF(IHTGoEOell GC TC 610 
QOTHS(Il=Oo9•00THS(II 
QOT 11L ( 11=0 .10 •oo THS ( I I 









QFL S( lH I =4 O <;5 06• CFLE 
OTLS( I 1=34 l 3e O•OTLE 
QPPSCl 1=250eO*XlliF 
OPPLIIl=200o0*XNF 
IF ( JHTGoNE• 11 GO TO t74 
OOTHS(ll=QOlS 
QOH'1.. ( l l=:lD TL 
0 463 
04e4 
074 QIVS( l l=CFM•1.oa•oATR(l l 




0300 l=OIVL(l l+QPPL( ll+QOTHLCl I 








0350 I = 031' ll+CFLS ( IHltCSSoiR( IHHQ34tlHI 
600 CONTHIUE 
c 






















IF(JNITeGTeOI GC TO f2J 
1)0 t:30 I =l t24 
lH= 1+24 
OFLS( l l=OFLS( IHI 
i.lSS"RI I I =ass•RC IHI 
OSSW( ll=OSSW( IHI 
034 (I) =03~ ( lt<l 
QSF\I;( 11 =ass•< Hi) 
037 O l=OFLS I IH 
036(1 l=CSSWf;(IHJ 
039( l >=0~4( IHI 
QSFlll I I H l=:l • 0 
CONllNUE 
IF( NSCGe"IEell GO TO 1;40 
DO 65Q 1=25,48 
QSS•R(ll=QSSwi;111-ass~111 
CCl\TINUE 
DO 660 K=25 ,48 
05FWT '" SGV( 11•oss1o: K. 
DO 655 J=2, 4 

























































QSF•T = QSF•T+SGV(Jl*CSSW(JJl-RTFW(Jl•CSFW(JJ) 
CONTINUE 
QSFW(K) " QSFw.r 
CONTI N\.E 
~ENSIBL.E COOLlf\G L.OPD DUE TG L IGHTStSURFACES,ANO FADeFRAC. OF PEOPL.E 
oo 670 1<.=2s.4e 
QFWRT=CWRV( l l•OSSlolR( l<I 
QFFLT=HGL.V( 11 *OFLS(Kl 
QF34 T=HGEPRV ( 1 I •034( K) 
l)Q C>80 J=2. 4 
JJ=K+ 1-J 
OFFLT = CFFLT+HGLV(J )4QFLS(JJl-RTFW( Jl*037(JJI 
QFWRT=QF'<l~T+CloRV(Jl• c;sswF;(.JJl-RTFW( .Jl•Q38 (JJ I 
Of 34T=QF34 T+HGEP'l V( JI *0 ..l4( JJl -R TFW( JI* OJ<:; ( JJ I 
CONTINUE 
Q3711<1 : OFFL.1 
038(1<1 = QFWRT 
03 9 ( I< ) = OF 3 4 T 
CONTI r-<UE 
DO 7.JO l=I• 2" 
IH=l+24 
QSSll( 11 =OSSU IHI 
OSSWR( I l=OSSWI'<( lt-1 
037111 =0371 It-I 
0380 1=033( IHI 
Q39lll=039( It-I 
Q SF '<I( I I =OSF ~ ( lH I 
OFLS( ll=OH.S( IHI 




DO 710 l=lt 24 
QTSHL. (I l=QS FW( I) +037 (I J+C38( I l +Q39( I l+QJ lC I I 
UTOTAI.( I l=OTSHLI I l+Q30(l l 
IF(QTOTAL( 11.Gr.a.oi QTOTFC=OTOTFC+uTOTAL( I) 
IF( QTUTAL( I 1.1..r.o.o) 
CONl I NUE 
OTOTFH=-OTOTFt< 
IF(NPRToLE. 1 l GO TO eoo 
IF(NPRToLEoZI GC TO 810 











WR I TE (I GT, 3 0 I 




00 820 I =I t24 
w"' I TE' 6. 2)\) I 1 tOFL.SI I It 0 TLS.( I I • QPP 5( 11 .oo THS( II • OIVS( I l t llSSWR (I I • 
*035111 





0549 820 CONTINUE 
0550 c 















































\llR lTE( 6121 ()I 
WRl TE( 6 ,501 
WRITE(6o2201 
WRlTEC61201 
D 0 83 0 [ = 1 t 24 
\llR ITE(6o230 I It QPPL( I lo OOTHL(l I oC. lllL( I J,Q30( I I 
WR l TE l 6 o l 0 I 
CONTINUE 
~RITE SEhSIBLE CCQL[hG LGAD DUE TO VARIC.US I-EAT GAINS 
WRITE(6130J 
wR I TE ( 6 024 0 I 
WR1TE(6o5() I 
WRITE( lCT 02501 
WR I TE ( 6 , 20 I 






WRI TE(6 ,270 t 
wR I TE ( 6 ,50 I 
w<> 1TE(612:JO I 
I'll' I TE ( 6 12 0) 
DO 850 I =l 124 
wR ITE' 6. 290 I 1. A lOB' I ), A lll•B[ 11 • ow' ll ,a T SHL( I I. 030(1 ) • QT OT AL( I ) 
WF< l TE ( 6 t l 0) 
CONTINUE 
•II" ITE( 6 ,20 I 
WR [TE( 6 0300 I IOA lM, MC"THS ,QTOT FC, QTOTFH, TF<C.GM 
v;Q !TE( IDT, JO I 
CONTINUE 
IF(NrlTXoEJ.1) CALL HEATX 
IN IT= I 
I NI HX=I 
WR J TE ( 6 • 30 I 


















GO TO 959 
WRllE(6o92il t 
FORMAT ( /// / /, :Z( l OX t 12( '•' I/ Io I 0 X, 5 (' *' ) , 62 X o5 ( '* ' lo/, 10 X t 5 (' *' I o 
&sx.•DATA FOR Tt1E SPECIFIED SIMULATION PERICO ARE MlSSl>.iG•,sx.sc•• 
& •I 0 1, l 0 X, 5 ( '*'I 162 X ,5 (' *' I ol o 2 ( lCl X ,7 21 ' *' I/ I I 
GO TO c;sc; 











WRITEl6,949 I MISSolDAYMoMONTH 
F ORMA Tl // 11/,2( I OX, 7 0 (' * 1 I/ I , 1 a X , 5 ( 1 *' I , 60X, 5 ( 1 * 1 ), /, IJ X t 5( '* 1 I o 5 
&X,'OF THE SIMU ... ATlO'I PE~IOO ;>=>EClflE0.•,2ox.s1•••1,/t10X,SP••> ,5 
&X,15o2Xt'(l5-"411\UTEI CATA INTERVALS' .22x.s1•••1,/,1ox.s1•••1.sx,• 
&ARE MISSING FCR DAY' ol5t2Xt 1 0F MONTH', I:> tl6Xo5( '*'lt/tlOJ<,5( •*'It 
&60X.5(•••1t/.1ox,s1•••1.ex. 'CH005c .ANOTHER SIMULATION PERIOD' .22x 
OtlO &15( '*'I 11.ol OX t51 '*'I o60X o5( '*'I ti 12( IOX170 ('*'I/ II 
Of! I 95g STOP 
061 2 END 
0613 c 









St;BRDUTil'o:O SCLAR CCN\/ERTS RA:)lATll.O" FALLil'<G Cr< HCF<ZOt.TAL 















































CCMMCN/SO:.. 2/ XL A TR, EPI', PS IR, u_QNG, ID AY 1 
CCMMON/SOL3/ 5H(24J,C~(24),Clt241oCT(24loCl:,F<TO 
DIMENSION SID( 2 41, 5 IDtivc 241 
SC=429e2 
IF( IDAYoEOo IDA'l'l I iiC TC 10 
vAY=lDAY 
IF (OAYo LT. I OO. IE GT 1 ME=-5o-9o*S IN ( ( 2. *DAY-1 e l/RTll I 
lF(OAYoGEo I OO .. ANlloOAYtLEe242, )EQTU.IE=-lo+5.*SIN( (DAY-100. l I 
&Ce3S5*RTOI I 
lF(OAY.GTt242elEGTIME•··2e5+16ob*!>lN( IOAV-242, )/( o66!>•RTOI I 
STC=IEQTI~E/oO.Ol+OLO"G 
D= (23e45/RT C 1 •s I I\( ( ( ICAV-80o113700 I* J60o /Rl.0 I 
50=SIN(Dl 
CO=COS( 0 I 
SL=SIN(XLATRI 
CL =COS( XLA. TR I 
CZT=SO*SL 
CDL=CD*Cl. 
DO 20 I=lo 24 
STLTIM=STC+ I 
H=3.1416-C Oo2618•STLTIMI 
SH( 11=5 IN( HI 
CHlll=CCSIHI 
CZ(ll=CZHICDL*CH(ll I 




S!OHV( I l=RA 11 C*SCLH( I I 
SI 0( I I= SOL H( 11-S IDHV I 1 l 
CONTINUE 
SE =SIN( EPR l 
CE=COS(EP~ I 
SP=SINtl'Sl RI 


























































OOJOOOOOO 1111 111 l l l c2 ~ c2 ;:22 c23."! 3333333344444444445555555555666666 6666 77777777778 
1234567890123456789012345678901234>>78901234567890123456769012345678901234567690 
00 30 J;t. 24 
CTI IJ;OeO 
X IT (I l=OeO 
XID(ll=o.o 
XIDHV( l l=OeO 
IF ( SOLH {I l • LEeO • 0 I CC T 0 30 
C Tl I I =CTT+( CH ([) *COi *I ( CL>l<CEI + l SU•SE*CP I I HC'l•SE *SP •SH( 11 I 
IF(CTCileLT.0.01 CT(ll=o.o 
Rfl=CH I I/CZ. ( 11 
IF IRBoGTo5• 0) RB= I• 0 
XIOHV(ll=SIO~V(Il•0.5•(leO+Ccl 
XIDCI>=SlD( ll*RB 









































SUBE;OUTlNE XMOlSTCTDE,TWBoRHo INIHC.,PATMoHAIRoWSAl ,wAIReTWALLI 
K=O 
PURPOS:: 
TO DETEF<MINE T"E· ENTHA-"Y• SATU<A TION MOI STl.JRE CONTENT, 
AND ACTUl>.L MCI STui;E CO\ITENT CF MOIST. AIR. AND ALSO. THE 
NECESSARY •lo.LL lEMPEE;ATURE TO lNOUCE MCISTUl'IE REMO~ALt 
GIVEN CRY BULB TEMPERl>.TJRE AND EITHER WET BU-B T::M=>ERATURE 
OR F.ELATI VE H(JMIOITYo 
(NOTE : THIS :>ROGRAM ESSENTl.-...LY FlEPF.ODUCES PSYCHROMETRIC 
CHART CATAI 












DRY BLLB TEMPERATURE IFI 
WET BLLB TEM~ERATURE (Fl 
RELATIVE "UMlDITr 
INPUT INDICATOR 
=lo INPUTS ARE TDBe AND T•B 
=2, INPLTS ARE TDB, AN) Rt< 
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE (PSIAI 
ENTHALPY OF MOIST AIR (BlU/LBM ORY AIRI 
SATUF< .. T!CN t<U'llDIT't (LBM WATER/LB!ol DRY AIRI 
CORRESFOl\01 N\i TO THE EXISTING WET OULB TEMPo 
ACTUAL HUMI Dl TV : LBM WA. TER/LBM ORY Al RI 
CORRESPONDING lO THE G !VEN ORY BULB TEMP•, 
PRESot A.ND RELo HUMIDITY OR wET BULB TEMPo 
SATURATION" OR DEW PO INT TEMPERATURE (Fl 






























0 73'i c 
0740 c 
l=l 
IF ( I NO IC• N'O o 1 JG C T 0 3 0 
T=TWB 
OETERMlNlt.G SATURAllCN PARTIAL PRESSURE 1 PS 1 (PSIAI 
OF WATER V .llPOR AT Tl-E G IVE\I TEMPERATURE 
10 Tl=273o l6/( :IT-32oOl/lofll+273olt>I 
41=-8o2'i692*((loC/ll 1-loOl 
A2=4. 761'5S* t 1 .o-n 1 
A3= l Oo 7~586 * (lo 0-Tl I +5, 02608• ALO>i 10 (Tl I +l 050474 E-0~ * ( l oO- lJ •**A 1 l 
r.+Oo42373E·03*'C 10.o•u21-1.01-2.2196 
PS=tlOoO••A31•t4.696 
W=l o004•1a. Ol•PS/(2!3. '>67• (P.&TM-PSI I 
lf-(KoNEoOI GO TC 50 
IFCINOICoEQo2l GC TO 40 







:iO TO 1 0 
FINDING ThE CCRRESPONOING ~ELATIVE HUMIDITY, GIV'ON 
THE lllET BLLB TEWPE~ATURE 
0741 20 RH=P/PS 
0742 GO 10 90 
0743 :!() T= TDB 
0744 GO TO 10 
074~ 40 P=PH•PS 
























FINDlt-.~ THE CCR~ESFC~DING WET BULB TEMPERATURE, GIVEN 
THE <lE_ATlVE HUMIDITY 
OT=-lOo 0 
45 r=T •OT 
K=K+ l 
1F(KoGTo30IGO TO 70 
GO TO 1J 
~O lllS=W-Oo 000236•( 108-T I 





GO TO 45 
70 WP ITE( 61 100 I 
80 TWB=T 
loSA l=W 
HA IR: 0 0 24*108 •WA IR *I 10600 9+ Oo 444* TOBI 





















CORRESPONDING TO TH: GIVEN PRcSSURE1 Dl'<Y BULB TE'4PERATURE 1 
ANO RELATIVE HUMIOlTY OR >1t:::T 8<Jl.lj TEMPo 
'iO IF(P.Le.o.01es> l•ALLa(P-ll.0155)/0.00077 
IF(PeGT • .:>.o 1651 TWA LL=( P-o. 01651/Oo00124 
IF(PeGTe0•0309) 1WALL=(P-O.Oll31/\lo0019o 
IF (Po CiT. Oo 050!31 lWALL=( P+O• 01a9 l/0,0031 7 
IF (Po GT e•J. 0 ee 5 l lWALL= ( P+Oo 044 1 l/O oO 04145 
IF(PoGTo0112171 1WAL.L:(P+O.l<)394l/\lo00564l 
lf(PaGT.o.11e111 T•ALL=(P+0.212841/0o0078t'i 
IF (PeGToOo2563 l TlllALL=( P+Oo3845 l/OeO 1068 
IF (Po GT .o. 361l11 l ioAL L :( P+o. 6435 I/ 0 .o 14 38 
IFIPeGTeOo50691 TWALL=(P+l.02351/0o01913 
IF (Po GTe0169821 TWALL=CP+loS.:>OB )/\loil2Sl 












































suei::ouTl"E 1-EATX COMPUTIOS THE I-EAT EXTRACTION RATES 
c 
c 
Sl.IBFiOUTI IE HEATX 
COM MO I\/ BLOCl<l /I I", IOT ,~, c, WfH, IN~R IT• T ROOM tOFST •Of CT ,CFM[) ,xi< T, XLF • 
& !NIT tll\IHX,folOl\TH.IOAYM 
COMMON/8LJCK~/QTCTAL(2411P~NT1IHOUSE 
0 I MENS I CN G ( 4 I, ? (4 I , ZG ( 12 I, Zi' C 1 2) 
DIMENSION .<1(24) ,QT(JT("-81,E<>(~911T146l 
NA MEL IST /NAM7 /Ef; folAXo EFiM IN, FLA~ EA, TH'l ANG 
& /NAM8/TH~ET0,1HSETN,THT IMD1T HT IMN 
DATA ZG/h 7 3,-3. ! , 2o 22,-0.451 le 96 ,-4o 22, 3• oe,-o. 740 1 o 89 ,-4e55, 306 l 
& ,-0.95/ 
DA TA ZP /I e 0 0 ,-1 • 92611 , 1 • 0697 ,-J • 20 O 5 1 l. 00 0 t -2 •10921 l 04606 ,-o 03331, 
& lo\loo,-2.29oe, 1. 12s2,-o. 4277/ 
10 FOJ;llAT(lX I 
20 f'ORMAT( /I 
30 FOFiMAT( 51Xt311 '•'11//I 
35 FORMAT(S2~1 1 HEAT EXTFillCTION RATE~ (BT:J/HRI 'I 
36 FORMAT(52Xo 'HEAT A)OITION RATES (tlTU/HRl'I 
4il FORMAT( 3( 2X,6(5X, 12 ,2X,F5ol 11/ll 
~o FORMAT( sx.• FiCCM Alfi TEMPERAT\.IRES 1-24 HRS' 15X1 1ThERMOSTAT SETTING' 
&. F 5 • 1 , 1 X, 1 F 1 1 lX 1 'AT 1 , F 4e 0 • 1 H~ S • 1 JX ,F 5t 1 1 1 X, • F' .1 X •' AT 1 • F4 • 0 t ' HRS' ) 
60 FQj:;MAT(SX,'1-EAT EXTRACTICI\ RATES 1-24 HRs•.sx.•ERMIN='·Gl3o6t2X. 
& 'ERMAX=' ,F9.o,2x,•BTU/HOUR' I 
cl FQRMAT(5Xt 1 hEAT ADD!l!ON RATl:S 1-24 ~s·.s1e.•ERMl"='·G130G12x. 
& •ERMAXs• ,F9.o .2x,• BTU/HOUR' I 
70 FORMAT(3(4X,E(2~ol2tl~•F'>e01o/IJ 
80 FOFiMAT(5Xo'TOTAL COOLING LOAL) PRO\ilJEO OURl~G THE 24 H~S :•,EHe6• 
& IX•' Bll./OAY') 
El FORMAH5Xt 'T01AL HE, TING LOAJ PROVLDED DURING THE 24 t'RS "''tE14o6• 
& IX. 1 8TU/OAY'I 
SO FORMAT(SX1'TCTAL CCOLil\G LOAL) F~OM BEGINING (OF MONTHI TO TODAY'• 
& •=•.e1~.6o1x. •sru 1 1 



























































12345678 90123456 7 6901234567E90l 23456789012 345o78t;\11234567 69 012345b7 89i>l 23456789tl 
& ' = • • E 1 4e 6 .1 x , 1 ETU 1 J 
100 FORMAT(Sx,•MONTH• •,12.sx.•oAY 












00 2 I 0 J =l ol P 3 
Gt lJ l=ZGC JI 
P( lJl=ZF(Jl 
lJ'=lJ+I 
2 10 CONT !NUE 
SUMP=P(l)+P(21+P(31+P(41 
DO 215 l=lo 24 
QTOT (l J:QTOTAL( I I 
ERllJ:QTCTAL(ll 
215 CONTINUE 
2J5 CONT lNUE 




='EAO( l 1NoN~M7 I 
READ( I J,.,NAW6 I 
IT l t-0 =THTI MO 
IT IMN=T HT IMN 
IF ((NWRI To GEo 11 •FUTE(!OT oNA"17 I 
IF( lNWRlToGEo 11 lloRITE( IOT 0 NA"ol91 
IF IERMAXoLT.o.o I lFLAGH:I 
ID =THTI MD 
lN=THT 1111\o 
• .I 31 /J 
G( 1 I =( G (I I* FLARE~ H ( ( ( X KT* XLF I +I CF M!Hl 1081 I *SUMP I 
G(21=G(2l*FLAREA 
G(3J:G(31$FLA~EA 
G ( 4 ) :G ( 41 *FLA RE A 
SUMG:G(ll+GC2l+Gl31+fl41 
DO 220 I '=I 124 
T( IJ=THSETN 
IF ( leGEo lDo A"Oo l.LTe 111.I T ( l l=THSETO 
T( 1+241=TI 11 
220 CONTINUE 



































































ST l "S*DUM 
20;) CONT JNUE 







330 00 310 K=llolL 
X IT=OeO 
00 32 0 J:Z ,4 
JJ=K+l-J 





lF(IFLAGHaECollGC TO 325 
IF(ER(Klo-TeERMINl ER(Kl=EPMl)I 
IF(ER(KJeGTeEF~AX) El<(Kl=ERMAX 
GO TO 315 








[F(KOUNTeEOe2) GC TO 330 
IL,,48 
IF ( KOUN T ,EQ e3 I GO TC! 240 
ERTOTC=Oo) 
ER TOTH =0• 0 
DO 35.J l=l o 24 
IP2-=I +2~ 
QTQT(IJ=OTOT(IP241 
ER (II =E'l( I" 24 I 
Tll l=T( IP24 I 
350 CONTINUE 
IF(NPRToEOeOI GO TO 360 
IF( IFLAGHeE Gel I GO TO 370 





WR I TE( IOT ,35 l 
WRITE( tor. 30 I 
lllP!TEOOTolOOI llCl<TH.IDAYM 
11jl' I TE( I OTo 5 0 I TH~ElD, lHTI MD oT-iSETN aTHT J MN 
WPlTEllOTolOI 
Wl'..J lE (I OT t 4 0 l ( ( l •TC I l ,I= ... t24, 3 It N=l o3 I 





























































"'RI lE( IOTol Ol 
WRITE I IGT, 701 ( ( l1ER: I lo l=No24o31,N= 1. 31 
WRITEIJQT,20) 
3eo WRITE(IQT,801 ERTOTC 
WRITEIIOT,201 
ioRI TEI IOl,901 ERTGPC 
WRITE( lOTt 20 I 
RET\;RN 
370 EFHIAXH=-ERMAX 
El'<MINH=ASS t EFiMIN l 
003751=1,24 
XJ(ll=-E"l( 11 
ERTOTH=ERTOTH+X I ( 11 
3,5 CONTINUE 
EPTOPH= ERTOPH+ER TOTH 
WR I TE ( I GT, 2 0 I 
WFd TEO OT, 36 l 
WPITE(ICT1301 
WRITEllOT,1001 MCNTH,IOAYM 
lllRITEIIOT,5GI lHSETOoTHTlMDoT .. SETN,THTIMllo 
WRITE( IOT.t 0 I 
WR l TE ( I CT, <lo O l ( [ I , T ( I) , 1 2N ,z ~ , 3 I , 11;: le 3 l 
IF(P't'IToE::loOI GO TO 376 
WIHTECB ,<;3) Tt-SETO,Tt-SETN,THRANG, IT IMO, lllMN 
S3 FOR MA l( JFI O, l 021 101 
WRITE(B,921 ( l( I lo J: lo241 
92 FORMAT(4(f20o11) 
376 WRl TE( !OT,201 
wRITE(ICT,611 ERMINf11Ef:"IAXH 
WI< I TE ( IC Tel 0 I 
WRITE(IOT,701 ( ( leX ltl 1.I=No<!4o:ll eN=le31 
WRITE( 1or.20) 
3 S 0 llrR l TE ( I CT, 8 l I EI< 1 C T.-i 
llR ITE( IOTo 20 l 
WF-I TE(I CT,911 El<TOPH 
WR lTE( l CT, 2 01 
RETURN 
3f0 WRlTEllOfol 001 MC.NTH tlDAYM 
lF(lFLAEHoEOoll GO TO 390 
GC TO 380 
ENO 
$ENTRY 
&I ll;PT 1HOUSE=3oMCt.THS=l2t MOAY 1=2lo"IOAY2=2 hNPRT=.3e lNWRIT=1 o"RNT:l ,&ENO 
&NAM4 NPN= 01t.P): OoCFMNs 8le5oCFM0=120aO,OFST=lloO,QFCT=20a0e&END 
&N.0"15 OOTSN= o.o.aOTSO= o.o,coT_'i= o.o.aOTLD= o.o,o=LO=OoOt&ENO 
&N.OM6 QFLt.= .:i.o.cTLf\.: o.o.aTLD= o.;i ,TRCOM=70oOtNHTX=1. IHTG=O.&END 
&NAM7 E<>MAX:.-24000oOeERMlt.=o.o.FLA~EA=l240. 1)eTHF<At.G=2.o, &ENO 








INPUT LIST AND FORMAT 
User's input to the heat pump simulation model is in the NAMELIST 
format. The input variables are, 
/INPUT/ 
MONTH - Month of simulation 
MDAYl - First day of simulation 
MDAY2 - Last day of simulation 
INDEX - Index specifying type of measured incident solar 
incident solar radiation 
= 1, input is radiation incident on a horizontal surface 
= 2, input is radiation incident on a vertical surface 
KPRINT - Index for printing the temperature distribution in the 
soil 
0, no temperature distribution printout 
1, temperature distribution will be printed 
Note: If the simulation period is more than one day and KPRINT 
is set = 1, then the printout will be very large. 
!HOUSE - Index identifying the house to be simulated 
= 1, East House 
= 2, Middle House 
= 3, West House 
IDP - index for output format 
= O, hourly average heat pump performance data are 
printed 
= 1, 15-minute performance data are printed 
113 
The measured environmental data are stored into OSU library files. At 







(4 - 6) 
(19-21) 




These data will be automatically read from the respective files accord-
ing to the month and days of specified into the input list. The cool-
ing/heating loads as computed by LDSIM are automatically input into 






READ H/C LOADS AND INDOOR 
TEMPERATURES FROM LDSIM 
READ ENVIRONMENTAL DAT A 




































































Figure 18. (continued) 





A PU MPH 
MAIN 
COMPUTE S.S. HT. PUMP 
CAPACITY, HT. REJ/EXTRAC, 
AND POWER INPUT 
NO 
COMPUTE 























RECOVERY FACTOR, FR 
COMPUTE COLLECTED/ 
REJECTED ENERGY Ou 

















INCREMENT WELL DEPTH 
' 
COMPUTE GRID SIZES FOR 
DOMAIN OF HT. TRANSFER 
IN SOIL 
. ' 
INITIALIZE SOIL & FLUID 
TEMP. DISTRIBUTION 
1p 
SET COMPUTATION TIME STEP 
USING HT. PUMP ONTIME 
QCOND TO WELL = Q REJ/ 




FORM NODAL EQNS. FOR 
SOIL TEMPERA TURES 
(IMPLICIT METHOD) 
lj 





SOLVE NODAL EQNS. 
USING GAUSS' METHOD 
COMPUTE NTH INCREMENT 
FLUID EXIT TEMP 
(INLET TEMP KNOWN) 
COMPUTE FLUID A VG TEMP 
TAVG 
QCONV TO WELL SURFACE= 








Figure 21. (continued) 
120 
C ~f;D 
ii C'l 1 
1.1 )2 
J ()') 3 
) <ll)d. 
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•lo I I 
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11014 
) 115 
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HPSIM PROGRAM LiSTING 
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H P 3 l M 
TfilS PF'OGf' .. 'I Sl,..JLA~ES THc CYCLIC l'ERFCR1'A,,.CE CF A SOLAR 
A:.Sl5TE,)-GruuND SDU"CE/SPI( A!llU AN AlR-10-AIR HEAT PU ... P 
svsre.•s. 
E1'1VlRGN!.IEJl.TAL CATA A<;E f'EALl FROM MCJJl.THLY WEATt-E:'" FILES 















lll"E"NSIC1' CLC~u(24), C!OLCF(241oUFOf<T(24 I 
.>I MENSI GN n;cc'I( 241. T~LCC(241 
1'.AMEL !ST/ INPUT/MONTI-I, '"'')AY lo M,H Y 2, JN) EX, KPR I NT, f l-ICUSE, IOP 
UATA CPF ,(PG, EXE, ALDI-A/I oO ,.IJ.:H ,,) oo.3 oJ 095/oKTIMI/ 1/ 
JATA rlSloHS2 0 t-S22oH:i31'FA~T•, 1 Ml::><J•, 'LE' •'llEST'/ 
FC~MATt'l') 
?. FGF<t•"T( 1///~049X ,•HEAT ~Ul<P ,.>ERFUiillAl\CE (ALCULAT ICN' ,/,57X, 
&•F'.")~ THE • .-A.4,• HOUSE •• /,51x, •-=u~. DAY' ,15,' OF MCNTH', l:; o/, 
&4 ~ x .3 ~ \ • * • ) • / / / / ) 
-~ •c,RMAT( ///,,/,4\;X,•HEAT FlJ~P PEF:FuRMAJl.CE CALCULATICNS',/156X, 
&'F-Oh T!iE •• A4.~2.• HCUSE '1/1 )lX1 1 FO~ OAY'tl51' CF MCNTH' 0 15 1 /, 
&4-9X 134, '*') 1 ////) 
4 t'f!P!.l,,.T( • •, 1ox, 1 11iv.c;•,3x,•n1,;nao'<• ,;,x,•1r.occc:• ;7Xo'HCUSE'o7X, 
&•HT P;J"P·,~x.•HT Pl.J'.11"l 1 ,7X,•P;s.•,sx., •::U~P., & 1 ,·5X,•!o-t=:A.T•,/,1<.1X, 
& • D n TEMP• , :; x , • D ti TE ·~ i::t , 7 x , • L '.JA o • , ax , • o" T 1'" E • , bx , • c AP AC 1 r v • , 6 x , 




















& • ( 0 TU) • 1'3 ( • ' { t-iR ) I • 9X ' I t BTU).• I~ x • • ( i<..-. H) '' 6X ' • 'KWH, • '6 x. I COP •• /) i)000044 0 
5 FUR'M.~T(SX,'TlllE' ,J·x,•cuT Dl'l 1 .~X. 1 11\ oa•,6x,•nOUSE 1 ,sx,•HT PJMP 1 o4 001)00450 
&(,'HT PU'~P•,1x. •i;ES, •.11x. l([l'P & 1 15X,•HEAT'o5Xo 1 5CLAF:•,7x, 1 GR CC1L000004f0 
~•,4x,•G::; COIL'• 00000470 
f,/, 1 3x. •TE"'"' • , ~ x, • TE·~"'• , ~ x, • L.J~ o • • "x, • o N r 1 llE • ,4 x , • c A PAC n v • , 4 x, • •1 .10 .104e ·> 
&Hf AT' ,5x, I FAN•, 7Xo •PUWP '• 5X, •_:io;> u •• .;ix. 11 N TEMP' ,4x, 1'.lUT TEMP' ,/,00000490 
r, 5x , •:HF< 1 • , 5 x, • : F > • .~ x , • < F 1 • , 1 < , • c uT J '• , ox, • t HR 1 • , 1x, • 1 BTU 1 • , ax, • < 1<0 oo o 05 o o 
&1<1111'•3Xo'(KwHl'tC:Xo 1COP•,5x,•:EJTU/Hf<I' ,ax,•(Fl 1 .ax.• (F>'•"I .}(ll),}i)51J 
i•J fCRMAT(5XoI2o2(6Xol2J,J(l2X1141,4X 1 i4,/,llX1141/l//I 000()0520 
II FOPl'ATt/141Xo'HEAT Pt;~P A\/FRAjE CuP ='ol4XoF!Oo21 :l01l00530 
12 FO "'M ~ T ( / / ~" , ::! 8 X , 1T0 TA L HEAT ;>JM P U PE RA TI NG T l ME =' .t 1 X • F 1 Oo 2 , / / , J :> 0 0 05 4 0 
l::S&Xo'TOTA~ CC~Pr<EssnR & F'N(5) KWH CONSUMPTION =•.F10.2,,,/,38X1 000005~0 
3 1 "1E~T PU~? A\/ERAGE CCEFFo OF PEl<FCF!MANCE =• 0 2X 0 Fl:lo21 ll0000560 




































































2.) FOl:ll!ATl'.5X, 12,(;X, 12,6x,12,3x,rs,23x,14,/,3Xtl4t 
f, t!>x ,6( 4'<, 141,/,11J·x, n, ~", 14,1,.11 
6.:11 t-OF"MAT( •o•,3x,F5.2,3x,F"'..1,sic,=:;.1,JX1El.20!:>1JX1FE.J13X1E12o51JX1 
&F!:>n2t.JX,F5e2t ex,F3olt3·X,E.t21!11;,:,t3X,F5• lt6X,F5. ll 







t.C7 fr:rMATil'///12(10)(,72: 1*'ll'l11.lX,<.:•••1,t.2x,:;:•••1,/1IOX,S('*'l1 00000640 
&5x,••JA.1A =uR THE SPl'.Clr"IE!.i S1'1JLAf1(;" PEP.ICC Al'<E- "ISS ING 1 .5Xo!'.d '* 00000!:50 
& 1 J1/.lOX15( 1 i;•J,5:?X,5~'*'J1/12.(lOX172: 1 *'J/)) OOOCOttO 
7Cl f(".P.t'\T(ll'///,;;(1CX,7•)( 1 *'11'1tl')X,;:,( 1 * 1 lt~•JX,5('*'1oltlOX,:;( 1 * 1 11 00000670 
&5)1',•0F THE Slll':J-ATION l"'f:~ICJD S"EC1FIEL.1, 1 ,20X,s:•••1,/,IOX,S:•• 1 1. OOllOOE.BO 
f;;>X,l5,2X, 1 (15-'lll>Ul'EI ()AT.$ !NTER'/AL:;•,22x.sc•it.•1.l'o10X.5('*''·sx. OOOCOf>'iO 
&•Ar-E MISSl"IG F:J::> DAY'.Io12X1'0= 'ICll.TH' .1:115X,5('*' 1,/,IJX,S('*'I 00000700 
&1'00X1St'*' 1 • .1,1ox.s: '*·' 1.sx. 'C•IU.JSE A'olOTHF.~ SIMIJLATIUN PEl'I0".)',23 1'.10000710 
&X.~('*'l 1/1lOX,SI'*' 1.c.ox,5(•1<• 1,,.,2<1ox.1op•• I/II 001)00720 
7J2 F OFMAT :0 JI I 00000730 
7<.:J' FC:tMA.T(l/11,411(,•CC'IP~r.s.>cr. JPERATl'IG TIME =•.1ox.F10.21//o41Xt 00000740 
1•cr-M;:>'lf.SS)=:! & FAN[SI l<Wl1 Cr'NSUMPTlGN =•,F10.21 00000751) 
7J4 Flt;'l.AT:.f,~IX, 11'lE51STAll.CE tiFAf (KWHI ='el4X1FI0.2,/l,41X, 000')0760 
&'HF.Al Pl.MP AVE'<AGE CCF =• o14.< 1 F1Je21 ')')000770 
707 FC"MAT:tl//;33X1'TDTA.L HEAT -'JM,:> GPEP.ATlll.G TlME ='•11XtFIOe2,//, O•J,)0078•> 
IJllX, 1 TUTAL CCllPJ;ESSOI= & FllN(SI K<IH CONSUM 0 TION = 1,FIOe21//,38X, 000007'i0 
&"lliTAL RESI5TA ... CE HF..AT =· ,2ox,F1·J.2,/1'13BX1 OO?OOBOO 
3'HEAT P'JM" ,llVERAGE CCEFF~ OF "C:RFOF\'4ANCE = 1 12X,F lOe 21 00000810 
7CA F"(r.MAT(////,45X,.39( 1 ••1,/,45<,•••·37x,•••1/145X1 •••,4x, JOOC0920 
1 1Tf'T4LS FJ;> DAV 1 112•' OF MGNT>i 1 1121~X1 1 * 1 1/145X1 1 4' 1 137X1'*'1/1 .}C)JOJB3J 
24oX, 39( • *' I I 00000640 
7Ct; Fr.r11./\.T('l' ol5(/l 134X16~('*' l1'134.<;1 1 *'161X, 1*'•/,::!4X•'*'14X, rJOOOOB~O 
l'PE"IF.11'::4A'llC·E SUM'IAl"V Fr." TH~ 1 1131 1-DAY Sl'1ULATICN PE'1IOD'•'X•'* 1 t0•10<l08f>I) 
2/,:i4x,•••,c;1x,•••,.1,34x,e::ic •••11 oooonero 
~GP"=s.s ooocoaao 
F .. 01.-:12 •. 1 
XMClo=497,3•CFF•GCPM 




SU "6= lo J 
SlJf'7o:t\o 0 
$lJ•1 B =-lo O 
K~!ODt=\l • l 




EAST HOUSE I 
MIDDLE' HCJ5E 
WEST riCUS:: I 
~F.ADC S1 IN"UT I 
IF:~1DAVloEOe41 GC TO t-Ot\ 
.... )AY=r4DAYI - 1 
t.>C SOJ l=I, lSCJO 
~E. AD: l 1 l 0) MC AV~ ~141<1 M IN1KTF 1KT MtKTloW 1KT# ,KTW ~ 


























O ().) COOOOO 1111I111 11<2:i < 2 222 Z.2.l33~3JJ333444 44 44 ~4455!' 55555 55 fl !Ot 6t.ot66 77777777778 
l 2345f: f3'i'OI 234~b 7 8<; OJ 2 3456 789Jl 23~;,:, 7 d90 12345676<;01234567 890123450789012345676<; 0 
CARD. 
.JI J9 
ll 1 0 
O 11 I 
l 112 
C)I ! 3 
() 11 4 
!J 11 ~ 
) 116 
•111 7 
1 11 8 




















•l 1 J<; 
1140 
l 141 
-.l I ~2 
) 143 
•) 14 4 
tl 145 
•J 14 t 
J 14 7 
r114 e 
() 14<; c 
1150 c 
;)151 c 










•J If 2 
'.) 163 
IF(MD~YeEDeKD~YeANCoM~R.~Ua2JeANDoMlNeECe451 GO TC 5JQ 
50C: CCNTI NUE 
eoo 1U 2000 J=MDA,lt~DAY2 
NKCUNT=l 
SUI.I I =J > 0 
su·~ ?.= o. o 
SU~ ~=J111 0 
SU "4= .)e J 
11PllE(5,ll 
lf( IHlJUSE,EQe II •l'ITE(6,2l HSI, J,MCNT-t 
IF(lliUJSEoEOe21 WRITE:t-,31 HS2,HS22,J,f40NTH 
If ( IHOLSEoECe3l •RITE(( 021 HS3oJoMtNTH 
If ( 11-l'..lUSEeECe l 1 W" I TE ( t>o 41 
IF ( IHOUSC:,E Ce 2e C~o I HOUSEnEOo31 iii< I TE (615 I 
N)O~'=J 
.'<E"1;( 2t6 I T SETD,TSETN,THRA~:G, l TIMi.l1l Tl MN 
f. "llJ';MAT(31-l "•l 12 l11.11 
'EAC( l, 71 ( TRC0"1(1l,(=l1241 
7 FCFMAT(4F20e1) 
"EA0(2.!SI (CLUA'1(11 .l=l o24l 
LJO 1 2 11 -.) K ~ = 1 , 2 4 
'lFOf;T: Kl< l=OLCAO(KF; l/4o0 
12(0 CONTINUE 
UC 13.JO KS= I, 23 
llSLCP(KSl=QFCf<T(KS+-11-0FCPT(<:>I 
TSLrJ;>(KSl.:TPCCM( KS+-11-T<GC"IKSI 
I 3 ,),) Cl;NT I NU E 
QSLCP(241= UFCl<T(?.41-CFJ<;T: I I 
TSLtl>( 241=T'<O(VH 241-l"C0"1( I l 
'JC 29JO 1=1124 
TG SlM =<h ·1 




OSL sur-<=·J. 0 
olT ISUM=Oo'.l 
'A TO SU"1=0• 0 
TISET=TSETN 
IF(loGT 0 lfl'10eANCeloLTolTIMNI TIS!oT=TSETD 
INPUT ElU ILDl~G LOAC ANG INJOOR TEMPERATl.RES CCMPUTE:> BY LDSI I' 
DO ~JOO JJ=le4 
QBLOC;: CFllR T (I )+Q SL J p ( 11 *: J J• !( r IM l )/ 4 .o·· 
TDB=T<rnC"'( I )+lSLCP( l I*( JJ-KTIMI )/4,J 
KJN=) 
NK OIJNT ="KOJ NT +I 
l'~PUT CATA FR0"1 WEATlii;:R FILES 
MDA Y, l<H CU f; ,K,_.I "',Kr OUT, K TllO ~, KT VI 11 eK t;t-;(j 1 KRHE t f<t=AO( l 12UI 
& KRHii, KRHM, KS!1H, !( S~ll, K Wv 1 K WI/ 

























































1) I c 4 
.J \65 
•)lot: 
0 l t: 7 
) 16 '3 
O It C:. 
•) 170 
:i 17 I 
117 2 
•) 17 3 
0174 
0 17 !: 
J 17~ 
IJ I 77 
;) 178 
.J I 7 <; 
0100 










•I 19 I 
OIS2 
0193 
.) 1 S 4 
o I c; !: 
0 I <;t: 
0 I '>7 
0 I<; E 
.) 1c;9 
0?00 









.lC' 1 J 
I) 21 1 
0;: 12 
,, 213 

















T~J.l=KT'ilM>l<tlo 1E+32• 'I 
TAMB=KTC:JT*Jo 1.3+32o l 
~Hr=KRHC/1OOo0 
IF(~rlCoGTo loOI Rt-C:c'lHC:/llJoO 
IF l 1'11iJe GTol oO I Rt-0=! oO 
11\/=KllV 
WDC:=K ~O 
IF (K5F<HoLf: o 1) l<Si,J;: l 
IF( KSf<VeL::e 1 I KS"ll=l 
If I l'luEX,!:::J e 11 S'>=i<5Dh/2o 7"4Sa 
IF(INDEXoEOe21 S~=KS~V/2el70J6 
lf(IHO\.SE.::;T.11 .:;c TC .~l'.JI 
,c HI=><~ 1-E/\ ,) .)o ,) 
If' l I tiulJSEe NEe2 I (;O TC ~,<)2 
~Hl=K>l-1"'/l OOo C 
If ( lhOJSl:oLTe31 GO TO '103 
F;H! =KRHA/IOOeO 
4.JJ lf'(J:.'hleGTeloOI Rt-I=<Hl/l.Jo·.) 
lf'POAYeGTeJe.ANlJo"KQtJ"ToLT~9bl GO TJ 700 
lf(JJ.LE·l•A"O·l·LE· l·l\")·J·Ea.r-tDAYI, TCl=TCe 
IF(JJei..EeleANOe loLCo lol'.'l,)gJec0),MLlAYleANOelHOUSCoE0.2 I TFOUT=T'ilM 
If ( JJ •LE• 1 • A"O• I •LE• lo I\ "'lo J ,.:; \lo Mll AYl •A 1\0 • I I-DUSE• EC• 3 I T FOUT= T W\11 














HEA·T PU,_.P IS IN THE HEATING MCDo 
Hf.AT <>UfltP 1;,; IN THE CCOLll\iG MCDE 
HEAT P~UP IS OFF' I 
IF(Ot3LDGa~TaOoOllMOJE=2 
IF(GDLDGaLTe0eleCAoTA,_.OoLTo6Jo31 JMJDE=I 
IF(Cf3LDGeGTeOoOe41\iD• fl'l'IBoLTo:.leO I IMC:DE=J 
IF [ IMtJlJ EeE 0 o I eAND •. TDAo r.f:e (Tl .>:: T+ THRA NG /2o .) l I 1 "'0DE=J 
IF ( IMCiJEo!:.Ce2eANColC::BoLEo (T 15~T-THRANG/2e011 IMUDE=3 
I F ( Al1 S ( Qt3 L) G I •LT • I O ~ •. 0 I I "DOE= J 
IF ( l'~JDEeE:I e2 I K1"0DE= I 
IF[ IHUUSEeEOo 11 GO TO SJ7 
lf(l'IOC>E.EOe31 GC: TO Sfl4. 
lf'(l'~ODEeE:lo21 GC TO Ell 
c~ LL HPU"IP-1 (TFCIJT .ref, GGFt~,QiJLO-;, QGRONO,QCAP,CKWH.COPt JNTl>IE. 
& R4TI01QPE51 
GC TO 502 















t)O,) 018 ?.O 
00001830 
00001840 


































CALL '1PU>1> c ·' TFO \.T. TDD. T .. a tG.iPM .ao L;) G. OG ~O"''"QCAP 1CK\fl Ht CQF, ONT IME, tlOO 02190 
& RAT.IO I 00002200 
~02 TFHP=TFOIJTtQG~Cl\J/XMCll 00002210 
~04 IF( I'IJDEeEJ e3 I TFHP=TFrJUT :>0002220 
125 
.JjOC00000111111111122222222~233~3~~3J334444444444~555555555666£.o66~bb77777777778 























J <-4.> c 
0.:41 c 
0242 


















) 2 t l 
I} 2t: 2 
1263 
02t4 
;} 21: 5 




,) .<7 1 
".1?72 
0 <:7 3 
H(.!:;e.2+111V*( Oa 32+ la;].) l*WVI 
1 SA=T AMEHALPH ~*S IV t-0 
.)!; 25'10 lTl"E=ls2 
IF ( lT l'~EoGE a2 ITFr"=TFCd T 
IF{ IT lMEoGEa2aANCo l~OCE.L.To3oAND•C"T !ME.GIO.t.O I 
t; lFH'>:T=OLl+JG"lO"-J'>'K~ 
IF-:IHOusc.;:;c • .l.o::;,:111.0,JEoFOoloANCJ.S'<e-E.o.011 GO TJ 511 
lf(KV~oEQol) GO TG512 
CLNTF<OL STl'ATfGY FCn TU~N['~G Tt-E SOLAR LOCP P\,iMO JNo 
IF( l"UDEoEO.leAN')•(TSA-n-1101o_T.2J.Jl GO TC 511 
IF(l'AOOEo:::Oe3.ANGoKMCDEoEOnO•AN,)•(TSA-TMIDloLTo20eOI GO TO 5\1 
IF,( 1·~'.))E.:::a.2.ANDo(TIJl!J··TSAloLT • .<o.u1 GC TC 511 
lF( 1\IJDEoE0.3oANC:oK140Dt:uEOo loA'IDo: Tr~ IJ-T SA loLTo 20.0I GO TC 511 
512 .'.:ALL SCLAR (TAMBoll.IJi~.~V.SR.Ii.tlEX,HC:UFoMCl\TH,NDCMoTCl.TCo.au.rc. 




CCNTROL STRATEGY FOF. TU'lNING THE SOLAR LOOP PUM" OFFe 
KCl\=1 
IF ( l'~O)Eo:':Oo loAND. (TC-T"li11 •"Eo.:h<ll GU TD 506 
IF( l'>IODE.:::o .3.ANDoK>IDDE.EO. l.ti.'IOo ( r:-TMlDI .GE.s. 01 ;;o TO 5J!> 
lfll~UDEoE0.2.Al\lo(TMID-TCleGE.5001 GO fO 50t 





~H6 JCXC=XMClll*I lFJp.;-lFCUT) 
JF(ITl'lE•-E•ll TllllN=TFIN 
CALL VE~EX (TFll\,llE><C.r>ATIC,TMIDoTfiJUTol.INTIMEI 
I\ ll ~UM=~ T 1 S \. M+ TF 1 " 
wTCSU~=wTOSUM+TFCUT 
2·~,N CUNT! NUE 
Ji= ( lD"•LEo 01 G:J TO 1 <;Co 
W FH TE: o t 6) I t-OUR, T A'.18, TOi:l 1 Q.J .. :JG, UNT l"IE t OCAP, QR;:: StC-< WH t COP, :l SOl.., 
& 1 W l ~ , TF C \.. T 
GC m 19.l) 
'.JC7 lf:l'~lJDEoE.:0.31 GC TO c0~ 
IF( IMO:>E.:::0.21 GC 11) !:!JB 
CALL APUM~H :TAM8,TCB,Q3LOG,JCAP.CKwH,COP,GNTIMEoORESI 
GO TO 609 
5CS CALL XMDIST (lD6oTW'l , 0 Hl ,2, 14>1.>9b1HAl.RollrSAl,llrAl">oTW'ALLl 
CALL APUMPC :TAME,TCE,T llE,.Qf'!LUG, QCAP ,CKll/H, COPoUNl IME I 
lFll?P,LEoOI GO TO 1900 
I.> •19 W~ I TF ( 6, 6) 2 I HOUR, TAME, TDA, OdL:lG, UNT IME, OCAP oORE S oCKWH, COP 




SUl.lllE S= SU•P E~+ORES 
00002230 
'10002240 






































































































IF ( 5'J"K\lld• LEo OoO) GO Tu 2001 






IF( (t)P.GE• l l G'J TO 200;" 




5UM3:SlJ M3 +SlJ '1f:E S 
5U "4"'SU IUH SUM KWH 
290•) C(lNTI NUlO 
IF ( S•H4eLE• Oo 01 GU TO ::?91)1 
0 A VC CJ P = S U'11 / ( :; 4 1 2 • 1 5 * SU ·~4 I 
~ 9 •ll ·~ R IT E ( 6 t 70 8 I J, ~ CN TH 
Md Tl:(b ,7031 5U"'2 ,5U114 
lF(K'~ODEoE:O.t I GC T'J 2nri2 
*~:ITC(o,7041 Svl>l3tDAVC'JO 
GO TO 29)3 




SU M8=SU M8+SUM 2 
3•>00 CONTI ~UE 
S.O. VC.:JO: SU\.15/( :!41<;e15* SU ... 61 
lPRIOU=~~AY2-llOAYl+l 
\>P.ITS(6,709l IPRlOD 
IF ( K'~CDEoE0• 1 l GO TJ :: J.) 1 
*RlT~(6o7071 su,..e.sU"f,SLM7eSAVCOP 
GO TO 30J2 
3001 WRITE(61121 SUM8,SU"6,SAVCOP 
::oc2 .,i:; 1 TEt e, 702 1 
GO TO <;·9 
6(~ WPITE(6,6071 
..,() TO 99 
7CO "II SS=97-NKOUNT 
Wf<ITE(6o701 I MISS,J,MOMTH 








0325 C:••···············~······***********************•····················· OJ26 
J327 
0328 






































































0 24 l 
.) :,42 
I) 343 



























() ~7 l 
) .l7 2 
i) ~ 7 ;'! 


















~UBRJ~Tl~! HFU~PC l!~T~De.T~a.~PM,QBLOG,C~EJ,QCAP,CKWH,CQO,CNTIMEJ00033EO 
f, , "'AT! 01 1<)01)337<l 
.JAlA Cffl/600.0/ 
,)A TA CF STO ,Cf STI ,er Sl2,CFST3 0 LfST4 oCFST5/S .:3597,-0,23243, 
& 1.:.1537 3E-03, -.>.72~t:-·12, lo73322E- J5e lo OE5f21:.-C3/ 
[)llTA ,CF Cil,CFCI. CFC2 tCf-C3 ,cfn/-oJ."1313. lo 18511E-02,-2.84E-O~. 
f, Jo 0St27E-C9e-1•251?5E-11/ 
'lAT A CF s). c FS 1. CFS 2. [ FS 3. CFS 4/ 0. 7 20.+ 7, - 1. 3 11 ;sE- 03, 6. 96 74 9E - ·"le. 
9ol7738E-09e••l712".'r:'-12/ 











:)A TA co, c 1, C2 ,c3. C4. C5. c:..c7/:>o6. Jb, -·7 3 ,95 ,-ll.339 ,30 3.2s. -o. 3.4 7.2• ()')r)l}34 7 0 
& 2':>42081-255056, lo I \6'3t/ <>OO\J3480 
.1ATA sco,sc1 ,sc2 ,sc3 .sc4 .scs.sc::..sc7/255'12.n,-14.1,-o.21e,2oa.a4, oooo34So 
& ··s.so1, 131.2q,-<;4.r.4,116, o4/ iooJ350? 
~ DATA CPO, CPI ,co2,CP.),CP~.c~s.cP6, CP7/-=· ~~.<2E-02,2.223E-03o 00003510 
& a. J 3.3:-os ,:; • .:.7691::-0 2 .-2 •. H 3Jt::-o4 ,- ,4 s2e:2 ,4 .1 e:t.1 E-02 .-t .8'•E- Ot/ooo 03520 
Cl>' ,>ATA h<IJ,H~ 1.~2,HP1,Hr4,H'<5o1RborlR7/1434ut1-5So31o-Oel6t.7,4,9o8t 'l0<}.'.l35311 








Ci" SC T=l • ·l 





Xh= X3•X l 
A7=XI *X2*X3 
11 =CF M /I O·h u 
S"= 21 • 35- l 4e 0 .16t 7 *El+ 3e 4 7*B*B-Jo 37 :l33*B* B*9 +Jo •H 5$6$ fl*B* 6 
( CGRRC:CTICI\ FACTORS FCR TCfl\L Cl.CLING CAFllCITY, HEAT REJECTION 
C RATh 5ENS!aLE .CCJDL!'Vi CA"~ClTY AN) CC'~PRESSOR POWER INPUT, 
( FESPECTIVELY, i.t-EI\ .~J;; VOLJME RATE !\Ee too CFM. 
( 
c 
lf-(CFM.F.:Go60:'lo.Ji GO TO I'll 




Cf CH< =CFC.l +CFC I* Z I +Cf-C2•Z 2+CF:: .:U•Z .;>+:; FC 4*Z4 
CF SC=CFSO+CFS I* Z l + CF52"' Z2 +CF33 •Z3 +CFS4 *Z 4 
CF-K•=CKll·HCKll l*Z l+CKw~*Z2+CKW3*Z3+CK"'4•Z4 
101 IF(EDtloEa.so.01 GO TO 1'12 
c. CO"" ecr ION FACTO~ FIP SFN:il Bl.E COOL ING CAPAC I TY WHE'll THE 


































i ;:a4 c 
1365 
•.J3f5 




.I 3•) I C 
•I::<; 2 C 
)393 
~) ~~"' 
l .. 1i;.5 
1J:Jt;C 




I 4J I C 






·> •n e 
14 J<; 
o /; IO 
., ,, 1.1 
1412 











c= SCT=CFST1.l+CFST l*X2+Cf ST2•x;+c=sT3• Yl+CFST4*Y2+CFST5*X2*Yl 
(lJMPl.H Tt-E SlEA;)Y·5TAT£ COOLIMo CAPAC!lY (ETUh)o SENSl>'!!..E 
CfJrJLING CAPACITY :oru1n, ·EAT 1?EJECTICN «ATE CBTUH), AND 
CC-4PJ;ESSCF POWER INPUT, R~3PEC T IVEL Yo 















')Hf'S'i=CFCHR* lHRO H<FI *XI +HI'?*><~ +H;;.3*X 2+HR4*X5+t-F5>1X3+HR(;,*Xt+H°' 1*Xi )()00C4000 
:Fa~::~=CF<w•(CPO+CPl•~l+CP2•X,•CP3*X2+CP4•X5+CP5*X3+C~5•X6+CP7*X7)J0004010 
QPAJ;l=Oo25*0 00004020 
LlN Tl ''-E :•lo 25 
CHECK IF THE HEAT Pl'MO W J __ CYCL.:O ON-OFF 
~ATIO=OL040/QPA~T 
·l"T l'~F.=0 .. 25•FAT IC 
l FI 01', T 1 ME•..; T • O. 2 !: I 0 I\ lI ME: O. i!:; 
IF: C'ff 1 fJEo LT o •)o Cl6) 0N1 l'~ E= c)~ I & 
l I ME C =- f. NT 1 I' E .I AL CG I 'I o 0 0 'i ) 
JCYCL t:~ J*'. :JN T l'IE·-T I 4EC* I l • o-;:: XP {-C"T IME/ Tl "F Cl 11 
~PAFT=OCYCLE 
J~ E J=JHR!iS 
JC:4P=G1"4~T 




































C**** **** 00004260 
C**** t-EATIN<.., WATER-T0·-11.!"l I-EAT PUMP: SUBF<OUTl"E{HFU'IPHl **** 00004270 
C**** **** 000042EO 
C***************************•****************************************** J000429J 
'l42(; c 










., ,,3 7 
0438 
SUCIRO.JT IN:O HPU'IPH (:;:wT,ED80G=>\l,:Jf.IL01,,,t;iEXT,C.CAPoCKW-l,COP,ONTl"IEo 
& RAT!C,QEE'il 
DATA CFM/6UOo0/ 
OAT A CFH-lo C Fl-i It CFH 2, C FH:l, CFH 4/·2o 4d 13 1 o - lo OC'll 2E-02t 2o 79 0•) fE-05, 
& -3o 08633E-0 8 o Iv 25129 E-•11 / 
:JA TA CHE'J, CHE l tCHE2 ,c hE 3 oCHE4 /3o 2 cl22 7 o-1 o 7059? E-02 t 4 a!>3358E-<l5, 
& -5o<l8B5f-J3,2oOB!':!:5E-ll/ 
DAT A J.f< W:J, HKW It H KW 2o HKW 3, HI< Iii~/ 3o 2 4 12 3, - 1 o I 7 6 73E- 02, 2o 64E-03 • 
& -2a9115E-03.lo2512H'··ll/ 
~ATA H~oHloH2,H3,H4tH5,H6,H7/1903.4ol7S.32,0o556,-135oB•Oa556t 





















·> 44 I 
1442 
1J 4 q :'3. 
f\4<.4 
) ~ . ., 
.)44b 















) 4t,;l ( 
114c 1 c 
t) '•f: 2 c 
.J 4c3 





1> 4c c; 
.)4 70 
c 
::lAT A h E.), HE 11 hE 2 1 HE.J, Hf"4, 1-<S 51 HE61 Hf:: 7 /- 2b 2 lo 4 o l 7 'lo 28, ,Jo 278 ,-! 1 7o 5, 
~ ' On27q.~339~b,-6?2o?,-Oo0~2&/ 
i)ATA CIO,::I loCI 2oCI31C!~1Cl51.:I61Ll7/lo2'it515o99063E-0314o444E-J5 
& ,-7o73159E-')~,9.44;,r:-os,-;).l0b27o0oU«lll,2o4t4'0-05/ 
uL 04D=-Od_ JG 
CFhC=lo·l 
C ~ f. f:: =I o 0 
CFo<'l.H=lo'l 
QFES=o.o 






X7 = Xl * X2*X3 
B= CF'~/ 1 );Jo J 
;;p =:21 o J~I 4 o OJt:.6 7*Fl+-3 ,~.9 * l:'•P.-l • 37 S33 *t! *l:l •IJ+O .o 15~8* B• A• B 
. . 
COkFECTlCfl. FACTO~S ruR lOTAL HEATING CAPACITY, HEAT EXPACTION 
l'ATE AND CCMPl'E.SS.:JF l'C\loF:R l NPJT, RE5PECT IV ELY• 
!F((f..\loEOo!>OOoOI GO TO l'>l 




Cf' HC=CFhf'l+C FHI •Z 1 +CF H2*Z;> +C.FH3•Z3+CF I-'> *Z 4 
c=HE=:HEO+:::. HE l•Z I +-CH E2* Z2'~CHc3• Z3 +CH E.4 *L4 
C FK W H=HKW.l +HKW 1 •z I +--lo< Ill::!* Z 2+H<'I 3*Z .J+HKW 4• Z~ 
') 4 7 1 
·1472 




C COMPUTE T~E STEAOY STATE HiATING CAPACITY (BTUH), H!AT 
C EXTRACTIC" RATE (BTUHI, A.~() CC.l'PF<ESSCF FOWEI' INPUT (Kill lo 
C ~ES:>ECTIVELYo 
1)4 7 7 






<148 3 c 










101 c.l=CFHC•(H1l+Hl•Xl+H2•x4+H3•X2+-i4•X:>+H5•XJ+Hc*Xc+H7•X7 l 
;;H[S~=CFH~ $( HE:J +HE I* X !+HE 2• X4t HE 3* X2 +HE4• X5+HE 5* X3+HEb*X6+H'O 7 *X7) 
c PO \IE R =CFK 11.H• IC [ C+C 1 I*'( I +CI 2 •.<4+C13• X2 +C 14 •x 5+C r 5 >l<XJ fC I 6 •xc. 
f. +Cl7.•X71 
CPAl--T='.Jo2=>*C 
ONT I ME=Oo 2:; 
CHECK 1 F THE 11EAT FllMP WI LL CY CL'E Ofl.-CFF 
RATIO=OLOAO/GPART 
IF(R.i.no.:;T.1.01 aR:S=(OLCAD-OPARTl/3412015 
ONT I" E= Jo25 >l<R AT I() 
IF(C~TIMEoGTo0•251 OhT!ME=aoZS 
H'(ONTI MEo LTo Q, 061 C"TI ME=Oo·lc 
T IMEC=-ONT I ME/AL CG( 1 o0)'!' > 







•JOO 044 7 0 
0.)•104480 
OJ•l 044? O 
00004500 
10004510 























































l) ::oo c 
.1!;.)1 C 
·QCAP=QPA'>T 
r- P=9• 395E-!l 4* SP* CFIJ 

















COCl-lNGo Al<'-TD-AI" HEo\T PUMP: SUBROUTINE(APJ'4PCI 
**** 00005070· 
**** ):)i),)51)8;) 













o~ ta c 
05 I c; 
·1520 







0~J2 8 (. 
052 c; ( 
05JO ( 
-ltJ I C 
:iUl:lROUTl No APV~PC (TA ~LI, T:JB ,f NB, .:lOLD G, CC AP, CKWl"o COP, ONT IM EI 
DATA CFM '5750.J/ 
DATA co .c1. C2 ,CJ ,c4, C5,C6, C7/Jl 793o8t36e7S393.-0.7037,-52e. 723, 
& 4,93333,-)J,2435J,A,7619E-03ol•55021E-03/ 
LIAT A 'J•1 .u1. u;: ,JJ,\)4, ue. U6, U7/ 2 • .33o0o .1. 0428Jf-02 .-2, 3 '31 E-05. 
& -3.4ll4EE-02,2.aE-OA,-t.~334::>~-0J,6,SE-07,1,9E-07/ 
DAT A SJ, 51, 5 2, 53, 54, 5 5, 56, 57 /- 2177 So o, 7 So€. 7 ,- Oo 84 127 , I 494e 7, 




X J= CFM 
X4=Xl •XI 
ll~= ll2* X2 
xe=x3•X3 
X7=Xl •X2*X 3 
JNTJ".<C:=0•25 
COr<RECT-ICP. FACTOCI FUF< Tl"E :iE.NSIB-E COOLING CAPACITY Wrlf.'N THE 

























0532 Bl=OoJ212+to5354<':-04*X3 0000531:0 
)00 0537·) J!:33 '1CF=t.09*X3•( 1. C-Bf ,., TDB-ao.01 
')!;,J4 c 
t,) f~5 (" 
I) 536 ( 













CLIMPt..T: THE HEf\T F\J~~p STEADY STATE TCTAL CAPACITY (BTUhlt 000053~0 
SENSW-E CA"ACITV (£lTUHlt °''40 PO~ER INPUT lCOIJPR'OSSDRtlN:JOOR, .)0:)054•)•1 
AM.> OUTDDCR FA"SI (KW lo 00005410 
')!)005420 
O= C•HC 1 *XI +C2*X 4 +CJ* x;:+c 4* X5+: 5•X.HC f* xo+C 7• X7 .)00 il54 3') 
US=OCF+SO+Sl*Xl+S2*X4+S3*X2+SA*X5+55*X3+56*X6+57*X7 
UK. II- =U<l+ l. ll< X 1+ l.2* )4+U3* X2+ l.4* ;(5 + u:;* XJ +U6*X6 +U7 >t<X7 
UPAl"T :.) o 25*0 
ChECK IF ThE 1-iEAT PUMP WILL CY<.LE ON-OFt 
RA 11 U=OLOA::>/QPAR T 




























If :c1~TIME.c.r.o.2!, Cl\T JwE=•l.25 
TH'EC=-DNTI ~E/ALCG('l.0•1'i) 
..JCYCLE=G•: ONT IME-TIMEC*: lo ,J-t:x?:-uNT l\IE/TIMECl l l 
QP l\RT =QCYC LE 
~(AP:QPART 













































•J !92 c 





05S e c 
u!99 c 
,J(,0 ,1 c 
OtO 1 ( 
,) (J) 2 
D~.0"1 
SUR~CUT I'lE AP U'4=> oi (TA '":l, TDf, t'J3LD.i t QC AP ,c Klflh, CCP t CNT t 'IE, ORES I 
DATA CF~/57500/ 
'JP.. TA HO trl I , h 2 oH 3 oH4, H 5 ol-i 5/ ;393 • 4 , I o7 .. 4 35, 2 ,39421 ,-o • 4 710 .. , 
& 2~J44J 4E- 02, -3. 2 a ::?F.:-1)1,, 1, 11:::- Jo/ 
DA TA C,J ,Cl , C2 ,C3 ,C4/ I o5Q 131oI•'>5lldJE:.-O2,-1. l 1042E-O 313•365E-05t 








X2 =XI *XI 
X3= XI* X? 
X4=Xl•X3 
X:.=Xl*X4 
Xt =>< l >i<X5 
ONT l'~E=·lo?5 
CJ~~ECTtON FACTO~ FOQ DIFF!RENT VALUES CF CF~ AND IDOO~ DPY 
BJLU TEMPERATUPEo 
Cf C=•> u7 7+J • 00 04 *CFM 
CKW:0,335+0.0002*CFM 
TF' C =I • ? S-0 • CC~* 1 CEJ 
TKw=1.et+o.002•TCB 
CUMPUT! THE HEAT FLMP STEADY STATE FE~FCDMANC~ AND PQWEQ 
IN?UT :coMPQESSrJR, l'IDOOR & OUTDOOR FANS>. 
Q= CFC*T FC• (HO +H 1 •XI+ h2<(<X2 +H3•X3 +H4*X 4+H5 *X !+Hf* Xf; I 










































<JOO 0594 0 

















J (() !) (_ 
06·16 c 





f) &:; 12 
<lol 3 
'HI 4 




Cl-IECK IF THE HEAT FU"l 0 VilLL CYCLE UN-CFF 
JPAR 1=o.25* a 
~ATIO=OLOl\D,QPART 
If (~ATIOeGTelo')I llF-•~S=(CLLAO-Ql-'ART ,,3412.15 
ONT I "1 t:= ')~ 2 5 *" AT I '.l 
IF- (CNTIMEeGT~Oe2~l Ct<.T1'1E=<lo25 
1=1c.:NTl~E.Ll.o.<J6) Cl'll"E=<hJo 
T 1'1FC=-O\lr l'IE/ALGG( l~O 151 







































( *******• ••****** 0000~260 
C •~****** S U B F C L T I N t S 0 L A R ******** 0000~2SO 
c ******•• ******** 0~006300 





I) ~32 ( 
I) !.°!3 ( 
11634 c 
') f35 c 
(}t36 c 
,)63 7 c 
Ot:!e C 
·Jt.39 (_ 
1)£4 0 c 






o c47 c 
Ot 48 C 
Ot49 C 
.) t5 0 c 
•HSI C 










so LAP ( l j\ PIB. '•'JR. loll. SR. I ND EX .H CJ R. ~Cl\ TH .No 0 "'•Tc 1. r co. au. 0 )O 0 53l> t] 




TO CCMl'l.JTE ThE CCLLECTJF< E.X IT 1 EMPf'FATURE AND THE RATE OF OOOC6390 
HLAT EXCHANG~ BCTwEEN TiE COLLt:CTO~ Al\0 ThE A"BIENT FOP A 003064~0 
SO.AR E!\IERGY LCO"o Trl:O LOQP C:lNSl'iTS. OF A BAJ;E CDLL::C:lOR 01)006410 
PANEL(~), A HEAT EXCl-IANGER ANC A Cl~CULATING PU"IP• 0000~420 
HO'llZONTAL O'I TILTED 3.JRFACE SOLAR f'AOIATICN CAN BE l"JPUT •)0006430 
IF HOFilZCl'Tl,L SOL~F RADIATION IS Tl-E INPUT, THE SUBROUTll\E i.!0001:440 
lllLL CCNVEF<l' IT TG THAT INCIDENT C.N A TILTED SURFACE. 'M0064!:0 
OESCl<IPTICN OF PAf;AMETERS: 
I N?UT-
T A'IB - DRY t3~LB TEMPERATLRE OF THE AMBI:ONT (Fl 
1111 - •l"O VELC.CITY ( l'I LE,HRI 
110'! - Wll\D OIPECT!ON (DEGREES! 
SR - SCLAil RADIATION IN::llJENl ON THE SUR=ACE 
( BT,J'!H~-FT* *21 
INOEJC- 11\DEX IDENTIFYlNi> THE l'l'PE OF SO·LA~ RADIATION 
I "FUT 
= I (11Cl<LI.ZUNTAL :>URFACE SGL~R l<AIJUT IOfl.I 
2 :TILTE~ SURFACE SOLAR RAOIATIONI 
HCUR LCC~L STA~DARO TIME (~0URSI 
MONTH- MCt<.Td CF T;E. YEAR ( E. Ge I o2 , • .,., 12 I 
NOOM NU"'.JEP QF .JAY THC' OF MONTH IEoG• l.2ueo .301 
TCI CCLLECTOI'< INLET TEMPERATUl<°E (f) 























<lt6 0 ( 
1t61 ( 
1Lb2 C 
Ut t3 C 







J t. 71 
!)( 7 2. 
••t 73 
) (· 74 
Jt75 
•)( 76 
') l 77 
'lt7S 




U ~E 3 
) ttl4 
,)1)85 












0 t<; E 
.)699 
0700 

























CCLLECTGF JUTLC:T TEMPE~ATURE CFI 
~A1C OF E!~E-<GY EXCHANGE 3ETwEC:I\ COLLECTOR AND 
Ar~Rl!:'N1 :JT J/HR l 
CC LLE'C TOR t>L Al I; T EMPC:RATU RE (FI 
J(MFl\SJCN CST(l4),l\OY~:l21 
•>ATA CST/O, 057,o.o~s,o. 06,0.•J71,o.tl97,a,1~1.o.134,1J,13E:,Ool22o 
& .lo092o 0 oJ?J, ·lo<l63t lo ·)57, •h o):,;8/ 
JAlA NvYM/o,31,5c;,o,;o,1<"l·l!:>l.ll31.212o243.273o304,334/ 
.JATA ~A'"loTZ oACLONG.XLAT.~c;r, Tl LT/o•ll 7"5obo ,S70136e017oo2 ,9J, JI 
DATA SluMA ,Cl-<ITE .Ac. tl=o'1/0"1ll2E-ub. 1. Vt 1-'>o.:>, o.so. 0333/ 
UATA 01,g1,cB.ALPHA1Htl/J.O~~a2,3,1~159,3s.s?,Oo95ollO.O/ 
DATA C.v-. 1TN 1 TL,1)0/0o!I-, l,('lq'lt7o J• Ue\J52U '3/ ,CPG/00 84/ 
DA TA 011 ,DI ,D2 ,03 oD4 ,e>5 ,:)o/H 0:>30 3JE-D 2, -1 .88S9E-04, 2, 7f;f 08E-O 7, 
l,Jo -.)517<;.E .. 09 o-4o 0433JE-l 1, lo 9..>653E-13 ,-·Jo 32.J74E-l 6/ 
LlA T /\ co • Cl • C2 .c3. C4. C5. c 611o31 0 &9 f.-0 2. 2. f 343 7[- "5. 2. I) 30 8 .. 3E·· 0 .:. • 
& ·~ • 3344 5E• I o, lo 0 7 25 '3E- \ l, - !':o 2 l 5C:JE- l 4• 'io \ 15 18E- l 71 
DATA VOoVltV2,V3,V4,V5,V6/C•oa:i53olo79714E·OJo2o4292!:>E-06, 
&-~i. ::23!:'iL• oe, :!o :ll757E-1 a,-1. oJ!:>JE-12 o2o8E-15/ 
>ATA PO ,Pl, P2,P3,P4 0 P5,"fd0o72204o-2o015t3E..· (14,- l 0 I I I 3::•0Co, 
&;:;.. 874d'iE··•lS ,-7o4'i793E-!O .:.-.s~345E-12 ,-1.o::<03YE-15/ 
IF·: ITIMEoEO•l oANOot-<JU;;aLEoQoOI HuUR= 24o0 
tlT:Sq 
HUT'=HOU<.l 
G=FL•J•l*51 So I/ AC 
Xt'.CG=51 El•l *Cl=G•F LCY. 
If( lTIMEo::::lo2 I HUP='iUl=+.Jo 125 
!F(JNDEXoEOo21 GC TCJ 77 





















































Ot>O .) 7080 
If- (N>YoLTo 100 I ECT=··5oO·•'lo0*5lN((2oJ •~DY··?.oOl*R°"O) OOOC70<;;0 
lf ( NGYoGE::, l 00oANOoNO~oLC:o2421. EOT=-l o+5o O•Sll\( (NOY-1000 l*F·AOI 0395 1100'>710.) 
IF (NlJYo GTo242 I EOT=-2oG+IAo6*SlN: ( NDY-2420 l*F.ADIOo6651 •J00071 l0 
D= 2Jo 45*51 N ( ( t\.DY-30 .• 0 l *3600 tl*'l AD/ J70o0 l 
'.3TIME=Hur:+T z-·(ACLC"G/ 15.o l+E..lT /60o 0 
HA.NGLE=(STl ME-IZ.Ol*l~ •• 1 












0 71 7 
<.J 7 I !l 
;)719 
()720 



























'' 74 e 
<) 749 
;) 75J 


























CC. 'ili=C 05( ( XL AT-TILT l *f<AO I* C JS ( O* ilAD )ot COS [ 1-A"-GLE*PAL> ) + 
I~ SIN( [ XLAT-T IL T l*O'.AD l*Sl'I( D*RA:I) 
t1U l':EC T =H•.l"* CC ST t-
e{J IF UL= Q, 3 *HD fl.* ( C¥ ( 1 • o+ COS (Tl L l* Q ADI H QE F ot< ( C +S 1 NA I* 
& (loJ-CC3(TILT*FflDlll 
HT =1-~REC T+HD IFUZ 
AEGlflo CALCULATIO'I F~n THE COLLEC3R USEfUL HEAT GAIN/LOSS ANO 
THE COLLECTOR CUTLET TEMPERATJk~ 
77 TC =2'>0• O 
UCHl<=•lo 0 
IF[ YIO~.L T.9o.J.O'<e111L>'<.::;T. 27•1· J. ANo.wv. GT.1O•Jo01 •V=:>. :) 
H\'!=0~3+0o23*WV 
FS=0•5*( lo O+CC:S( TILT*F/IDI l 
Dll rAVG=(TC+fAMB l/2o•J 







TA t..I UK= ( (TA~ B- 3 2 • .)I/ I o e I + 2 7 3• J 
TSl<Yl'.=loB*(Oe0552*(T!l~BK**l•'>I) 
TAME~=TAMB+460e0 
HC>PS=~l'.J'l~•EP*f"S*( TCR*TCR+TSKYR*TSKY RI*( TCF tTSKYR I 
H""'G=51G"4*EP*FS•:T:O?+TCR+TA~~R•TAM8Rl *( TCl'.+TAM13PI 
rlR PW=SI G·~A* : T c1a TCF< +T ~:HJR•.T A·4f3F< I* (TCP+ T AMBF I.I: 1. O/::'O + 1. ()/Ew- 1. 0 l 
·r,c TA=.:>OFJ l* TA v.;+D2* x 2+;:>3# X3t)~ .. X4 ti):> •X5+Do•X6 
'.<01 I'.=:~)+ Cl •Ti; EF + C2 *TR E'F * * 2c + <Jj*TRtOF* *3 o +O 4 * TREF* * 4+ D S*TF< El-** 5o 
& +D6*1~EF**6•0 
v r SC= ( vo+v I. T AVG. 112* ~ 2+ 113• XJt \/ 4,.x 4+V ~XS+ Vf* X6l /306 f :13 
PP>l :PJ+PI * T AV G+P2*X2 +1'3 *X 3+04 *X 4 tP S• X~ +P 6*X6 
Al" K= C'l +Cl* TA \IG +C 2*X 2+C 3* X3+C~ * X4t- CS*X 5+ C6* X6 
3~ TA= RCT Ao!< ( (I oO / ROTq- l c 'l /R 07 ~ I I ( T REF -T AVG I I 
(;'l L =32 • 2o!< 3 ET A *AB: ( TC-1 I\ WO I* ( C-i IT i:O* *3 •I/ (VIS C*V 1 S () 
HNC=lo021*( Al<>K/CHI TO: I*( ( "'N*:ORLl **Oo4l 
tJl =H·~•HRf'S t l'F FG 
UB =H'< "w+HN: 
UL=l·T+UB 
IF(AiS(UL-UCH~>.u;~o.001, GO TO Joj 
UC: HK= .Jl. 
AM=SurtT:U-/0.019491 
l>UM=iJaS*AM* {-.-JC} 
FEFF~TANH( 01..iM l/Dl.M 
DJMl=JL*(OG+fEFF*(Yl-COl I 
F 1 =Io 0 /(I W* LL l* ( I• o /Dl.'11+I•01CB+I•0/ (PI* 0 UHF I I l I 
'JUM?~ Got<C<>G/UL 
FI< =D•J'l2 *Cl o O-· EXP 1-F I /DU '12 I I 
<JU=AC*F'<*( HT*ALPHA-UL*( TCl-TAMCil l 
TFM=TCl+:t.O-FR/FI l*CU/(~C*Ui..*FF<l 
1C =1F"1+\lU*( le O/(HFI* Fl*Dl*T'-j*TLI I 


































































. >O 1) ·>77 511 
000077':;,0 















C**'* **** l1J0731J 






c ~ * * **** • ~ • * * •~ ** ** *** *** • • ********•* *"**"** **** ** **** *** • * **** ****** ** o :>o 07.a~o 
( 110078~0 
l) 71:" c 
,, 785 c 
I) 7i:( c 





1) ;.,.2 ( 
0793 c 
H94 C 
U7S ~ C 







·: t OJ c 
<IE1.14 
1) £:05 (. 




I)~ 10 c 




o E I!: 
o et 6 
0017 
(. 
o c It C 
H.;19 c 




StHlFClUTll'if. Xf<ICIST(TDF.tTWF.!,PH, INUICoPAT>l,t-Ail'l,WSAToWA IP 0 Tv1ALLI 
r~u~;")osE 
TO )ETE~'4Il\E: Tt-E !'NTHA-"Yo SATU~AT ION MOISTLR:: CUNTENTo 
AN'> ACTl.llL MO! STUF:"'. CCHENT CF MOIST .1;1q, A"l) ALSO, Tr1E 
NECESSAqy WAL:.. TE"l'>EJ::Aru;E TO INvUCE MCI STl.l'<E ;;EMOVAL, 
GIVEN OF-Y BULfl TF.'1PEf.Ar.JhE ANll t:ITt-Fi: WET EV\...B TEMPERl\TL•Fd:. 
3q ~ELATI lit:: HJ·~1:-11'\'o 
(NOi E : TH IS Pt;OG::lAM E"SSUH IM.LY RE.:>f.ODUCE S PSYC·HW,.ETt; IC 
CHA'lT OATAI 











'):>y UlLEI Tt:M->;:RAfUPE (Fl 
WET 3UL0 TEM~t:RATUl'IE (Fl 
~F.LATIVE HUMIDITY 
INPcJT IN'>ICAT J'< 
=lo Il'.:>t.lS APE TDB, AP..l.J T~B 
=2, INPUTS APE TJa, ANJ RH 
ATMOSFht:I': IC -'Rc!>5Uf..E (PS II\) 
ENTHAL<'Y OF '4)1 ST Al R (B TL/LflM OF=Y Al RI 
SATJF'ATl!1N hJ>llOITY (LBM WATf:R/LBM DFY Alf'.) 
COl'<RESrONOIN~ TO THE tXISTING wET BJLB TEl'O. 
ACTUAL H!JMIOITY (LBM WATERl'Lll1' Ol'<Y Al RI 
CORRES<>Q"6Cl"j TO Tl-c GIVEN DRY BULB TF."IP., 
PRtSot ~ND Q~Lo HUMLOITY CP ~ET 8UL8 TEMP• 





































IF (IN DIC$'o!E. t lGO TO 311 
T=TWB 
OETEP>llNJNG SATJ~ATIO~ CA~TIAL P~ESSURE 'PS' IPSIAI 








000 0'32 6 0 
ooooe210 
136 




























·JE4 e c 
IJS\9 
,) '.35;1 c 




























~:•=t;Jo7c;.5<J6*(loO-Tll+5.•1?9·l9~ALCGlv(ll l+l.5•l474E-O~*(lo0-l'1o**All 0?008280 
&+•lo42373E.-cl3*(( )J,.l**A21-lo01•2o.!.l<;o ().)008290 
PS=(l0oO**A31+!4,6S5 00008300 
-14 = l • (') 04 *lb. C l*P ~.I ( 2 9 • <.;r. "7*: t=·A T"-4- PS) ) 
If (1< . .,NEoll GC TO 5<1 
lF ( ltWI CoUJ.2 I GC TO 41; 
l I' C Io 'IL o 1 I GO T 0 2 O 
1=2 
11 SAT =w 
"A IC/= wSA.T-J.,101~;:t+: 10:-,-r 1 
<iA l i; ,.., • 24 .. ' T w f1-32 0" I +ws AT+ (I , 6 0. 9 t-Oo 44 4 •TWB I 
"=PA T•V ( 1 • 0 04 *I 80 01 / ( 2 ·i. <;t 1* #Al il. I+ lo 0 I 
l =TC'1 
GO T'l l 1 
Fl"IOl"JG .Tt-E CU.l':ESP<JNIJING ~::LATlVE HUMIDI lY, GIVEf'. 
THE WET BUL~ TEMPE~ATU~E 
2J ·'lH=P/ PS 
t.f; lU 90 
;:<) T= 1 C"I 
.:;(' l G 1 (.) 
40 ;>=RH*PS 
wAIF=~H*W*(PAT~-051,(PAT~-?I 
Fl"4DIN• n•E CCRF:::SFCt-.'ill"lG wET BULB TE~"EP.ATURE, GIVF.N 
TH~ P.ELATIVE t'UMIDITY 
iJT=- Io, 0 
45 l =T+[.)T 
K=K+l 
1t'(~.GTo30lGO 10 70 
GC T:J 1 0 
~o ·~=~-a.000236*(1QB-TI 
If ( AfiS( W':>· l'IA Fll.LEo Oo 000<151 ".iJ TO 8() 
IF ( 11$-wAI::, I 6o.so.t..5 
lO l=T-)l 
OT= Cl/ 2 • .) 
t5 CONTINUE 
G:J T'.J ti.5 
7-l "RITE(t,.100 I 
EC lY.l?=l 
v. SAT".., 
HAIR=lo24*T CB+wA IR*( 10(,<Jo9Hl,444*T!JB I 
DETEP.MINING lHE SAlU=<Al!O;l Or/ cH:W 1-'Clt-.T TE"IFs 1 TWALL 1 
CORRE~O"Ol"G TC THE GfVE1' PF<t::SSURE• C!;Y EUL8 TE'IPERATU~E. 
AND ~E-~TIVE HUM!UITY OF ..,~T dUL3 TEMPo 
<;.) HIP•LE>'l.OIE!:I l"ALL"(P··•J.01:!51/t).00077 
IF(? 0 GT ,JoJ IE :ii TWALL=:iJ-,J~ .>1851/JoOOI .<!4 
l F (Po GT o Oo 0 3 (;<;I 1 wAL L = ( P-0 o 0 I I J l / J oO 0 l 9 6 
1 F ( P •:; T • ·)• 0 5 C 51 1 "ALL= ( "+ Oo 0 I 2 YI / ·)o 0 03 l 7 











<JOO 034 00 


















l1)J J959 0 
OOOCE60C 
,)00081'10 





























































<> s 1 e 
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